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1 ABSTRACT 

Chemotherapy failure is one of the most common and crucial problem in the treatment of 

tumors. Indeed, acquired mutations and alterations can lead to cell death resistance of the 

cancer cells. The small molecule G5 and its successor 2c are dienone derivatives with two 

sterically accessible electrophilic β-carbons, which can act as Michael acceptors to target 

nucleophiles, such as cysteines. G5 and 2c trigger multiple stresses, which converge in 

the activation of the proteotoxic stress. However, their peculiar cell death mechanism is 

not fully elucidated. A shRNA screening of glioblastoma cells was adopted in order to 

identify the key players involved in this cascade. GSK3β seems a promising target as a 

crucial interactor for G5, but the knockdown (using siRNA) and the knockout (generated 

by using CRISPR/Cas9 technique) of GSK3β have revealed that this kinase is only 

partially involved in this cascade. Instead, we show that GSK3β is crucial for the 

necroptotic cell death induced by the quinone DMNQ. 

Leiomyosarcomas (LMS) are rare but aggressive smooth muscle tumors, characterized 

by complex karyotypes. Limited therapeutic options are available for LMS. Beside 

surgical resection, the treatment with the genotoxic compound Doxorubicin is commonly 

adopted to limit the dissemination and progression of the disease. However, the acquired 

resistance of LMS to Doxorubicin treatment, due to the accumulation of mutations, leads 

to relapse and correlates with a bad prognosis. Hence, new therapeutic strategies need to 

be found. A bioinformatic analysis of a signature of genes upregulated after 2c treatment, 

involving several elements of the proteotoxic response, correlates negatively with the 

survival of LMS patients. From this observation, we hypothesize that aggressive LMS 

coexist with high levels of proteotoxic stress, and they could be under crisis when 

challenged by further proteotoxic stress making them more vulnerable. 

We show that 2c can induce proteotoxic stress in LMS cells before leading them to enter 

in cell death programs. Indeed, the chaperones HSPA6 and HSPA1A show a dramatic 

increase in mRNA levels in these cells after treatment with 2c. Moreover, 2c triggers 

mitochondrial dysfunction and by STED technique microscopy, we unveil that this small 

molecule can reorganize the sub-mitochondrial clusters of DIABLO/SMAC. 
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In order to improve its efficiency in vivo, 2c was engineered through a conjugation with 

PEG and a small peptide, generating a pro-drug version of the compound called 2cPP. 

This new molecule can release 2c through the action of secreted proteases present in the 

tumor microenvironment. 2cPP induces similar levels of cell death in LMS cells as 2c, 

but unlike 2c, is unable to induce cell death in normal smooth muscle cells. When assessed 

for antitumoral activities in vivo, using different xenograft models of LMS, 2cPP showed 

a strong antitumoral effect.  

The cell death mechanism induced by 2c and the genes involved in this process are still 

not clarified. To better understand and dissect this pathway, an RNA-Seq experiment was 

performed by comparing the results between tumoral cell lines and its normal counterpart 

treated with 2c. The results reveal that normal cells modulate more genes than the tumoral 

ones after 2c treatment, in both upregulation and downregulation. Furthermore, while 

tumoral cells generally upregulate pro-apoptotic genes and downregulate anti-apoptotic 

genes, normal cells could have a more balance response in order to keep the cells alive, 

demonstrating the fact that normal cells show less cell death than the tumoral ones after 

2c treatment. Regarding proteotoxic stress, both the cells activate similar pathways when 

they are treated with 2c. 

Cotreatments of LMS cells with 2c and other common small molecules reveal that two 

compounds can induce an additive effect of 2c in terms of cell death rate: MKC3946, an 

inhibitor of IRE1, and YKL-06-061, an inhibitor of SIKs. Despite the final role is to 

increase the cell death induced by 2c for both the inhibitors, we show that they can act in 

a different way to achieve this result. Indeed, MKC3946 augment the levels of cell death 

through blocking survival pathways induced by the activation of the UPR response, 

instead YKL-06-061 potentiate these pathways in an uncontrolled way leading to a switch 

from a pro-survival to a pro-death effect. 

In conclusion, all our data seem promising for LMS treatment and highlight that 

proteotoxic stress may be an alternative strategy in anticancer therapy. 
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2 INTRODUCTION 

2.1 THE IMPORTANCE OF PROTEOSTASIS AND ITS REGULATION 

2.1.1  THE PROTEOSTASIS MEANING 

Among the macromolecules present in all the organisms, the proteins are certainly the 

ones with a strong significance in terms of cellular mechanisms and signaling. Indeed, 

they play a plethora of roles that start from the gene expression to cell differentiation and 

protection [1]. To achieve their roles, the proteins need to assembly into three or 

sometimes four different type of structures that allow them the possibility to answer their 

functions. When the proteins reach their correct structure and conformation, they are 

folded, and the organisms live in a situation of protein homeostasis or proteostasis [2]. 

Because the proteins are involved in many critical processes, it is clear that the 

maintenance of the status of proteostasis is crucial for the cells fate. For this reason, the 

cells have developed some mechanisms in order to control and favor the correct folding 

of the proteins [2]. 

Regarding the folding process, most of the proteins typically adopt a three-dimensional 

structure that is thermodynamically stable [3]. However, proteins with huge complex 

domains can lead to the production of some intermediates, that can leave exposed their 

hydrophobic aminoacid residues. These residues are more prone to generate a misfolded 

condition with the production of aggregates [4]. 

To maintain the status of proteostasis the cells can take advantage of a system called 

Proteostasis Network (PN), which involves both chaperones and some proteolytic 

mechanisms. All the components of the PN collaborate to monitor and guarantee the 

proteostasis, through the control of the correct folding of the proteins or through their 

degradation if it is not possible to help reaching the precise structure. [5-7]. Proteostasis 

is fundamental in the survival of the cells, indeed dysfunctions of the PN can lead to the 

development of pathologies, typically age-related, such as neurodegenerative diseases 
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(Alzheimer's disease, Huntington's disease, Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease, Parkinson's 

disease) [8-10]. 

2.1.2 THE MOLECULAR CHAPERONES NETWORK 

Regarding the monitor of the correct folding of the proteins, the main players that allow 

this function are the chaperones. Chaperones generally need ATP hydrolysis and high 

amount of energy cost to ensure their functions. Molecular chaperones constitute about 

the 10% of the proteome and they play crucial functions in proteostasis both in normal 

conditions and during cellular stress responses [11]. Among them, one of the most 

important family is the Heat Shock Proteins family (HSPs) that allow the correct folding 

of the proteins when there are critical conditions, like oxidative and heat stress or hypoxia, 

that can impair the proteostasis [1]. The name of these peculiar chaperones derived from 

the fact that their expression is drastically enhanced when the cells are challenged with 

stresses and in particular with high temperature. HSPs are about 330 and includes both 

chaperones and co-chaperones [12]. The chaperones can be divided based on their size 

and on the ATP dependency mechanisms of action in ATP-dependent (HSP70s, HSP90s 

and HSP60s (the latter ones called also chaperonins)) and ATP-independent (small HSPs 

or sHSPs) [12]. Among the ATP dependent are present also the HSP100s which are 

involved in the disruption of the aggregates. The co-chaperones, instead, are regulatory 

proteins that can help the chaperones in their duties, indeed, they can give more specificity 

and selectivity between the chaperones and their substrates. Among the co-chaperones it 

is possible to identify the HSP40s that are the regulator proteins of the HSP70s [12,13]. 

The classification of the chaperones is reported in Figure 2.1. 

Chaperones are critical in order to maintain the proteostasis, through the monitoring of 

the correct folding of the proteins. In order to start this process, they recognize and bind 

the hydrophobic sequences that are not normally exposed during the folding [14]. They 

can assist the folding of unfolded proteins by three distinct actions. First, the majority of 

the chaperones, such as HSP70s, can keep the targets in an unfolded state until natural 

fold is realized [11,15,16]. Second, chaperones like HSP70s and HSP60s can use ATP 

energy in order to unfold stable unfolded proteins, obtaining in this way proteins that are 
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refoldable [17,18]. Third, HSP70s, in complex with the co-chaperones HSP40s and 

HSP110s, can use the energy of ATP hydrolysis to induce the unfold and solubilize the 

aggregates into proteins that are refoldable [19,20]. Thus, cycles of binding and release 

of the ATP to the proteins appear throughout the process of folding, thanks to the 

chaperones. When the correct structure of the proteins is reached these cycles end [2,16]. 

 

Figure 2.1: Classification of the molecular chaperones [21]. 

HSP70s are cytosolic chaperones conserved during evolution and are the chaperones 

more present in the cells. HSP70s have many homologs located in several subcellular 

compartments, including for example the Heat shock cognate 70 (Hsc70) in the cytosol 

and BiP/GRP78, which is a crucial gene situated in the Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER). 

HSP70s can accomplish different activities such as folding newly synthesized 

polypeptides, refolding unfolded proteins, assist in the degradation of terminally unfolded 
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proteins, and directly destroy the already formed aggregates [11]. They can recognize 

different unfolded proteins through the interaction with four to five hydrophobic 

aminoacids exposed on the surface [15]. Fundamental for the chaperone activity of 

HSP70s is the switch between open and closed conformations of the Substrate Binding 

Domain (SBD) present in their structure. In the open conformation, the SBD has low 

affinity to the target proteins, instead, when is closed, though the ATP hydrolysis induced 

by co-chaperones, HSP70s can increase the affinity to the target proteins. This close 

conformation helps the target proteins in refolding by keeping them in an unfolded state 

until natural fold is reached. When the protein reaches the correct folding, it has no longer 

exposure of the hydrophobic residues and, thus, it is released from HSP70s [16]. 

HSP40s proteins, also called J-proteins, are a big co-chaperones family constituted by 49 

members [22]. Among this, DNAJB6 and DNAJB8 are the most commonly known and 

can suppress the toxicity of polyglutamine aggregation in neurons [23]. HSP40s have an 

important role in regulate ATP hydrolysis of the HSP70s, indeed the 70-residue J domain 

of HSP40s can bind the unfolded proteins and can cooperate with the ATPase domain of 

HSP70s, inducing the ATP hydrolysis of itself. This phenomenon can approach the 

HSP40s-bound substrate to the SBD of HSP70s, which in turn can enhance the affinity 

of HSP70s to the substrate and induce the release of HSP40s from both the substrate and 

HSP70s [24]. Because of this allosteric conformational change, the substrate can be 

transferred from the bind with HSP40s to the bind with HSP70s. Apart from this 

conserved J domain, these co-chaperones have different domains, which are important 

for the regulation of several biological processes like intracellular localizations and target 

proteins binding for proteolysis [25]. 

HSP90s are chaperones, which are able to dimerize, localized in diverse distinct 

compartment of the cells (cytosol, nucleus, ER, and mitochondria) [26]. These 

chaperones are constitutively expressed in physiological conditions and their levels of 

expressions could highly increase if the cells are under a stress condition [27,28]. The 

activity of this family of chaperones can be modulated by the Heat Shock Factor 1 

(HSF1), which is one of the main regulators of the Heat Shock Response (HSR) [29]. 

HSP90s proteins can bind diverse targets, such as kinases, nuclear receptors, transcription 

factors and cell surface receptors [11]. HSP90s present in their structure an N-terminal 
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ATP-binding domain (N-domain), a mid-domain which is important in the binding with 

the target (M-domain), and a C-terminal domain crucial for the dimerization (C-domain) 

[27,28]. ATP hydrolysis regulates the affinity between HSP90s and the substrates and 

induces, as well as HSP70s, a conformational change in HSP90s from an open 

conformation to a close conformation. In fact, in a free form, HSP90s can bind their 

substrates and the bind between the ATP and the N-domain leads to the conformation 

switch [30]. In the close conformation, the N-domains of two molecules of HSP90s 

dimerize each other. After the cycle of ATP hydrolysis, the substrate is release and again 

HSP90s are free in the open conformation. This switch can be regulated through several 

co-chaperones like Hop, p23/Sba1, and Cdc37 [27,28]. 

The mechanisms of action of HSP70s, HSP90s and their co-chaperones is illustrated in 

Figure 2.2. 

 

Figure 2.2: Mechanisms of action of HSP70s and HSP90s. Through the assistance of their co-

chaperones, they can use cycles of ATP hydrolysis in order to help reaching the correct folding of 

the proteins [31]. 

HSP60s are a family of chaperones, called also chaperonins, of 60kDa present in the 

mitochondria [17,18]. One of the most known members is the bacterial chaperone GroEL. 

Under particular stresses, HSP60s can also move from the mitochondria to the cytosol 

[17,18]. HSP60s have a particular structure, in which they can create a double ring 
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complex of seven subunits for each ring. The substrates are kept in the center of this 

structure and here they can expose their hydrophobic residues leading to the refolding 

process [18]. The activity of HSP60s is regulated by the co-chaperone HSP10s present in 

the mitochondria, which can be seen as a lid for the HSP60s structure. After the ATP 

hydrolysis, HSP10s lid opens and, in this way, the folded protein can be release from 

HSP60s [18]. HSP60s and HSP70s can collaborate in the folding assistance process, and 

one example of this kind of collaboration is given by the HSP60s TCP-1 Ring Complex 

(TRiC), called also TCP1 complex (CCT) (TRiC/CCT). TRiC, through its activity and 

cooperation can help the protein to reach the correct folding without the creation of 

aggregates [2,32]. The catalytic cycle of HSP60s is illustrated in Figure 2.3. 

 

Figure 2.3: The catalytic cycle that leads to the folding of the target protein through HSP60s [33]. 

sHSPs differently from all the other HSPs work with a mechanism that is ATP 

independent. In humans are present 10 sHSPs, which present different size range from 12 

to 42 kDa [34]. Under stress conditions, HSP27 and αB crystallin are the sHSPs, which 

are strongly induced [34]. In their structure, it is possible to identify a 100-residue α-

crystallin domain with at the end some variable N-terminal and C-terminal portions. 

These portions are fundamental for the recognition of the target proteins and induce the 

creations of oligomers. The important role of the sHSPs is favoring the stable state of the 
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proteins during the folding, in order to avoid aggregates formation for other chaperones 

like HSP70s [35]. 

It is possible to divide the proteins into two groups: proteins that are able to fold quickly 

with the interaction with the chaperones that acts upstream (like HSP70s) and proteins 

that need more help during the whole process. Indeed, the proteins that are included in 

the first group just need the upstream chaperones and they do not need other downstream 

chaperones. Instead, the proteins that are included in the second group need more 

specialized chaperones (like HSP90s and the chaperonins) in order to obtain the correct 

folding [36]. The proteins of the second group are typically larger and they present a 

structure with several domains or some domains with a complex topology. Usually, they 

need a strong interaction with the chaperones, but they also need an interaction with the 

co-chaperones, in this way it is possible to define a big network called “chaperome” [37]. 

Furthermore, there are also some proteins that are unable to fold and they need the 

chaperones to fold like for example the actin of the cytoskeleton [38]. 
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2.1.3 THE UBIQUITIN-PROTEASOME SYSTEM AND ITS COMPONENTS 

In parallel to the folding assistance given by the chaperones, the cells have adopted some 

mechanisms of protein quality control that has the same aim of maintaining the 

proteostasis. In contrast with the chaperones, which can help the protein to reach the 

correct folding and continue living, these mechanisms lead to the degradation of the 

proteins that are misfolded. The major role in these types of systems is done by the 

Ubiquitin-Proteasome System (UPS) [39,40]. The UPS is crucial in the life of the cells 

because it controls the correct and physiological disruption of the proteins that is an 

important turn-over when these proteins are not correctly folded, too old or damaged [41]. 

This system take advantage from a signal that permits to select the proteins that need the 

degradation. This signal is a tag of ubiquitin, which can be conjugated to the target protein 

in a multistep process called ubiquitylation. The ubiquitin is a polypeptide of 76 

aminoacids constituted by a fundamental glycine residue (G76) in the C-terminal, which 

is critical for its conjugation to specific target substrates. Moreover, the ubiquitin presents 

in its structure internal lysine residues that are significant in the creation of polyubiquitin 

chains [39,42]. This process needs the presence of three different classes of enzymes that 

divide it into three steps: E1 ubiquitin-activating enzymes, E2 ubiquitin-conjugation 

enzymes and E3 ubiquitin-ligases [43-45]. In the first step, E1 enzyme stimulates one 

molecule of ubiquitin by the development of a high energetic thiol ester bond between a 

cysteine residue present in the active catalytic site of E1 enzyme, and the critical G76 

residue of ubiquitin, through a reaction, which requires the hydrolysis of ATP. Activated 

ubiquitin is transferred to the sulfhydryl group of one of the 30 to 40 ubiquitin carrier E2 

enzymes existing in a eukaryotic cell. Later, the activated ubiquitin is transferred from 

one E2 enzyme to a specific E3 enzyme and in the ultimate step to the lysine of a specific 

target protein, thanks to the construction of an isopeptide covalent bond between the 

ubiquitin molecule and the target protein [46-48]. In the ubiquitylation process, the E3 

ubiquitin-ligases are the enzymes that confer the major grade of specificity. For this 

reason, they constitute the largest family of enzymes involved in the process and they can 

be classified in three subfamilies (RING, HECT and RBR E3s) based on the diverse 
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enzymatic domains and on the mechanism by which the ubiquitin is transferred to the 

target protein [44,46,47]. 

The steps described above can be repeated many times, producing also tag of ubiquitin 

chains, as seen in Figure 2.4. The faith of the ubiquitin-tagged proteins is determined by 

the quantity of ubiquitin residues present on the protein, the lysine involved in the bond 

among the monomers, and the different pattern of the ramification of the poly-ubiquitin 

chains, making suitably a ubiquitin code [49]. In general, the classic signal for the protein 

degradation is given by a chain with at least four monomers of ubiquitin bond to each 

other through the lysine residue in position 48 (K48). Instead, if the proteins are tagged 

with a different polyubiquitin chain or with a single ubiquitin involving other lysine 

residues (as K6, K11, K27, K29, K33, K48 or K63), they act some non-degradational 

roles, in the context of DNA repair, DNA replication or signal transduction [50]. 

 

Figure 2.4: Ubiquitylation process with the action of the three class of enzymes involved and the 

possible ubiquitin chains ramifications [51]. 

At the end of the ubiquitylation, the target proteins, which are now tagged with the 

ubiquitin chain, are transported to the 26S proteasome. The 26S proteasome is an ATP-

dependent complex that is present both in the cytosol and in the nucleus in all the 

eukaryotic cells and has about 50 subunits. In particular, among these subunits, two big 

subcomplexes can be distinguished: the 20S core and the 19S regulatory subunit 

[47,48,52]. The structure of the 26S proteosome and its components is represented in 

Figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2.5: Schematic representation of the structure of the 26S proteasome through the definition 

of all of its components and functions [53]. 

The 20S core is a multimeric cylinder shape complex of 730 kDa that is the catalytic 

portion of the system and present two heptameric β-subunits, which have the catalytic 

role, and two heptameric α-subunits, which have the structural role. Among the β-

subunits, it is possible to recognize three main activities between the different subunits: 

β1, which has a caspase-like activity, β2, which has a trypsin-like activity and β5, which 

has a chymotrypsin-like activity [54-56]. Thanks to the proteolytic activity of the catalytic 

chamber, the protein targets are degraded into oligopeptides (with a length between 3 to 

15 amino acid residues). The oligopeptides are then hydrolyzed by cytosolic peptidases 

into free amino acids that are subsequently recognized by the Transporter associated with 

Antigen 1 (TAP1) complex and loaded into the class I major-histocompatibility complex 

(MHC-I) for their presentation to the immune system. Nevertheless, the 20S core alone 

is not able to proceed with the protein degradation, indeed, it is necessary that the 19S 

regulatory subunit bind the α-subunits of the 20S core for the assembly of the entire 

structure of the 26S proteasome [47,48,52,54,55]. 

In general, the proteasome is not able to degrade the proteins when they are in an 

aggregate form, and it is important that the protein target, which is the substrate of the 

proteasome, is unfolded before entering. Thus, before entering into the proteasome is 
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important that eventual aggregates are disrupted, and this is possible though the 

cooperation with the chaperones network. The process of unfolding the target proteins 

before translocating them in the 20S core is done through six ATPase subunits (Rpt1-6), 

which form a hetero-hexameric ring able to generate a mechanical force through the ATP 

hydrolysis. The mechanical force is employed to unfold the ubiquitylated proteins and to 

translocate them within the 20S core for the proteolytic degradation [57]. This AAA+ 

ATPases constitute one of the subunits of the 19S regulatory subunit that is a complex of 

about 930 kDa. The 19S regulatory subunit can be present on both the ends of the 20S 

core and, instead of the 20S core, do not have a catalytic role but it has a regulatory role 

[47,48,52]. 

Before entering into the 20S core, another essential step, in addition to the unfolding 

process, is the removal of the ubiquitin tag from the protein target because if not the 

proteins cannot enter into the 20S core. The 19S regulatory subunit can recognize the 

ubiquitin chain tagged to the protein target and remove from it through a class of enzymes 

called deubiquitinases (DUBs) which are able to hydrolyse the isopeptide bond between 

the ubiquitin and the protein target, previously formed by E3 ligases. The released 

monomers of ubiquitin are recycled by the cell for the ubiquitylation of the other 

intracellular proteins [39,48]. The DUBs are strongly regulated to avoid abnormal protein 

degradation, in fact, their activity is controlled at transcriptional and non-transcriptional 

level. For example, many cytokines can regulate the expression of the DUBs, inhibiting 

or enhancing their activity, or in some cases, the DUBs need to be in a complex to be 

activated. Additionally, the cellular microenvironment can influence this class of 

enzymes, as in the case of the Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) generation which leads to 

the DUBs inhibition through the oxidation of their catalytic cysteine residues [52,58]. 

There are about 100 DUBs in one eukaryotic cell that can be divided in five classes, four 

of them are cysteine protease families: the Ubiquitin-Specific Processing proteases 

(USPs), the Ubiquitin C-terminal Hydrolases (UCHs), the Ovarian Tumour domain 

containing proteases (OTUs), and the Machado Joseph Disease (MJD)/Josephine domain 

DUBs. The last one is a zinc-metalloprotease family: the Jab1/Mpn/Mov34 (JAMM) [59]. 

The main DUBs that are linked with the 19S regulatory subunit are: RPN11/POH1, 

USP14 and UCH-L5 [60-62]. The action of these three DUBs is not independent of each 
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other and the timing of their respective functions is critical. In the specific, RPN11/POH1 

is a metalloprotease (a JAMM member) and UCH-L5 and USP14 are both cysteine 

proteases, which catalytic enzymatic activity is stimulated upon the proteasome 

incorporation [52]. 

RPN11/POH1 is located at the entry of the 20S core canal and it acts directly on the 

protein targets. In fact, through the ATP hydrolysis, it is able to cleave the proximal end 

of the polyubiquitin chain from the protein target, releasing the entire ubiquitin chain. In 

this way, the target protein can enter in the proteolytic canal of the 20S core [52,63]. 

On the contrary, USP14 is important for the ubiquitin recycling. It is not a constitutive 

subunit of the proteasome, but it can reversibly associate with the RPN1 subunit on the 

19S regulatory subunit [52]. In particular, USP14 seems to be able to promote the de-

ubiquitination of those proteins characterized by multiple K48-linked polyubiquitin 

chains, by binding/disassociating cycles with the proteasome [62,64,65]. 

The other DUB, UCH-L5, is recruited to the proteasome by the RPN13 receptor present 

in the 19S regulatory subunit, and then its isopeptidase activity is increased. Indeed, it is 

shown in vitro that RPN13 can promote directly the activity of UCH-L5 on several 

ubiquitylated substrates. It can remove ubiquitin from the distal end of polyubiquitin 

chains, but unlike USP14, which releases di- and tri-ubiquitin from the chains, UCH-L5 

produces only molecules of monoubiquitin. Furthermore, this DUB is able to cleave both 

K48- and K63-linked polyubiquitin chains [52,66,67]. 
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2.1.4 PROTEOSTASIS NETWORK: COOPERATION BETWEEN CHAPERONES AND 

UPS 

The PN is still not completely characterized in all of its components, however it is clear 

that an interconnection between chaperones and other machineries exists and the possible 

interactions between the systems are reported in Figure 2.6. It was revealed that some E3 

ligases, involved in the degradation of unfolded proteins, can collaborate with some 

chaperones, such as UBR1, UBR2, San1, Hul5, E6-AP and Parkin. However, the most 

known E3 ligases interactor is the C-terminus of Hsc70-interacting protein (CHIP) [58-

70]. 

CHIP is a protein of 35 kDa, which have a double function: can act as a co-chaperone of 

the HSP70s and HSP90s but can also act as an E3 ligase mediating the ubiquitylation 

process through its RING-like U-box domain [71,72]. The activity of CHIP as an E3 

ligase need the presence of an E2 enzyme that in this case is UBCH5 [73]. CHIP, through 

the mediation of UBCH5, can interact with the substrates of HSP70s and HSP90s and 

lead to their ubiquitylation and subsequent proteasomal degradation [74]. In order to help 

and favor the transport of the target proteins to the 20S core, CHIP can interact with 

RPN10 (a subunit of the 19S regulatory subunit) [75]. In this mechanism, CHIP use its 

domain called Tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR) to interact with HSP70s and HSP90s and 

recognize the target proteins [76]. 

 

Figure 2.6: Cooperation between the molecular chaperones and the UPS degradation system in 

order to reach the proteostasis [77]. 
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The co-chaperone BAG1 is also important in the degradation of the target proteins 

mediated by CHIP and HSP70s [78]. BAG1 can act as a nucleotide exchange factor (NEF) 

through its C-terminal region, indeed that region can interact with the ATPase domain of 

HSP70s, and this triggers the release of the protein targets from HSP70s [78]. Beside 

from this domain, BAG1 has an Ubiquitin-like (UBL) domain present in the N-terminal, 

which is important for its interaction with the 26S proteasome [79]. BAG-1 can also 

collaborate with CHIP in order to deliver the target proteins to the UPS. In addition, the 

sHSP HSP27 can regulate the ubiquitylation of the target proteins, by a direct interaction 

with the proteasome [80]. Indeed, this sHSP can interact with the chains of ubiquitin and 

can increase the disruption of the tagged proteins [80]. 
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2.1.5 AGGREGATES DEGRADATION: THE ROLE OF AUTOPHAGY AND 

CHAPERONES 

Although UPS can degrade the damaged and misfolded proteins, under stress condition 

the misfolding process can generate some insoluble aggregates that could not be 

destroyed through the proteasome catalytic core. To maintain the proteostasis, the cells 

have developed another system that can eradicate also these aggregates, using the 

lysosomal degradation [81]. This machinery involves the autophagy type of cell death, 

and all the system is called Autophagy Lysosomal Pathway (ALP). ALP is constituted of 

about 500 elements in which the core is represented by the ATGs products [82]. 

When there is the formation of the aggregates, these can be accumulated in a region of 

the cell that is positive for ubiquitin, and this can be a signal for the recruitment in this 

region of the autophagic machinery through the chaperones. This process is called 

Chaperone-Assisted Selective Autophagy (CASA) [83-85]. These aggregates are 

recognized by some autophagic adaptors like for example p62 [86]. p62 is generally 

inactive but can be activated when there is the binding with the argynilated N-terminal of 

the ER chaperone BiP/GRP78 [86]. In fact, if there is an accumulation of protein targets 

that cannot be degraded, BiP/GRP78 is argynilated on the N-terminal domain through the 

transferase ATE1. Subsequently. BiP/GRP78 translocates in the cytosol and can bind p62, 

triggering a conformational change of p62 and its interaction with LC3-II that is present 

on the autophagosomes [86]. In this way, the aggregates enter in the autophagosomes and 

later after the fusion with the lysosomes (with the formation of the autolysosomes), the 

cargo and p62 are degraded through the hydrolases present in the lysosomes [87,88]. 

However, in a normal and unstressed condition these aggregates can also be eliminated 

in a simpler system, which avoid the formation of the autophagosome, called Chaperone-

Mediated Autophagy (CMA) [89]. In this process, the cytosolic proteins that need to be 

degraded are recognize through the presence of the pentapeptide KFERQ. The 

involvement of Hsc70 in the CMA is fundamental, in fact, it can favor the translocation 

of the substrate in the lysosome through a receptor present in the lysosome itself called 

LAMP2A (Lysosome-Associated Membrane Protein 2A) [89]. The activity of Hsc70 is 
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mediated by some co-chaperones like the HSP40s and BAG1 [90]. The interaction 

between Hsc70 and LAMP2A is possible when LAMP2A is stable and its stability is 

guaranteed by the lysosomal homolog of Hsc70 (Lys-Hsc70), which help LAMP2A to be 

available for another CMA [91].  

UPS and ALP are alternative systems to eliminate the proteins that need to be degraded 

but with different substrates and pathway involved, which are reported in Figure 2.7. UPS 

degrades mainly short-lived proteins, instead autophagy is responsible for the degradation 

of long-lived proteins, which could become aggregates [92-94]. 

 

Figure 2.7: Differences in the pathways activated during UPS, autophagy and CMA [95]. 

However, these two mechanisms can also compensate each other if one is impaired. 

Indeed, UPS and ALP activation are not mutually exclusive and they can coexist in order 

to counteract the emergency of an unbalance level of proteostasis due to accumulation of 

unfolded proteins. In this condition, both UPS and autophagy system are upregulated 

through several mechanisms (such as ERAD or UPR, described in the next chapter) 

adopted by the ER, which is the key organelle for the maintaining of the proteostasis. This 

means that autophagy not only is fundamental in removing aggregates, but also can help 

in reducing the increasing burden of unfolded proteins in the UPS system [92-94]. 
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It was shown that by inhibiting the 26S proteasome, the autophagy system resulted 

upregulated, with an augmented presence of LC3 positive vacuoles, probably through ER 

after the beginning of a proteotoxic stress situation [96]. Furthermore, a reduction of the 

expression of the Extracellular Mutant 29 (ECM29), which is a protein linked to the 26S 

proteasome, leads to increasing levels of LC3β and p62, defining that the impairment of 

UPS can stimulate autophagy [97]. The general mechanism that activates this pathway is 

not completely elucidated, however some points resulted clear. The impaired 26S 

proteasome leads to the accumulation of ubiquitylated proteins, generating aggregates. 

These aggregates form large inclusion bodies called aggresomes and they can be 

eliminated through the ALP activity. To facilitate ALP degradation, it was shown that the 

inhibition of the 26S proteasome induces the formation of an entrapment zone, which can 

help the lysosomes in reaching the correct position around the aggresome. In addition to 

this, ER resulted crucial in sustain the autophagy system when UPS is impaired, through 

enhancing the assembly of the pre-autophagosome, in the formation of the 

autophagosome and in its translocation to the vacuole [98]. 

p62 resulted to be a bridge between the inhibition of the 26S proteasome and the 

activation of autophagy. Indeed, the proteotoxic stress, induced by the inhibition of the 

26S proteasome, triggers the phosphorylation of p62 at Ser403 and Ser409 through 

ULK1/ATG1. This phosphorylation status stabilizes the ubiquitylated proteins bound to 

p62, which leads to their correct degradation though the recruitment of the autophagic 

machinery [99]. 

ALP is also fundamental in the degradation of the 26S proteasome and the inhibition of 

this system can lead to an uncontrolled degradation by the UPS. This resulted in 

augmented proteasomal peptidases activities [100]. However, this point is controversial, 

in fact, other studies reported that the inhibition of autophagy does not have a direct 

impact on UPS and others that, in an autophagy-deficiency model, the resulting impairing 

in UPS derived by factors outside the proteasome [101,102]. 

Nevertheless, under severe stress conditions the accumulation of proteins that cannot be 

degraded occurs, generating insoluble aggregates, which are difficult to be eliminated 
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also with these machineries. In order to disaggregate these polypeptides, cells use the 

chaperones as disaggregases [103]. 

One example is the yeast chaperone HSP104 which is a member of the HSP100s family. 

Hsp104 is an AAA+ ATPase, which presents a structure with a hexameric ring and a 

central channel [104]. HSP70s, assisted by HSP40s, can deliver the aggregates to HSP104 

and here they can be degraded and become new useful polypeptides [105,106]. 

In the humans, the disaggregation is made through the co-chaperone HSP110, another 

member of the HSP100s, after the interaction with HSP70s and HSP40s [107,108]. 

HSP110 has many similarities in both structure and function with the HSP70s and, as 

well as BAG1. Similarly, it can be a NEF for HSP70s. This NEF function can lead to the 

release from HSP70s of ADP [109]. The fundamental role of HSP110 in disaggregation 

has been shown in many models including amyloids, prefibrillar oligomers and reactivate 

proteins from aggregates [19]. 
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2.2 PROTEOTOXIC STRESS: THE DARK SIDE OF THE 

PROTEOSTASIS FAILURE 

2.2.1 AN INTRODUCTION TO PROTEOTOXIC STRESS AND THE ROLE OF THE 

ER 

In addition to the systems described above related to the chaperones, the cells could adopt 

other mechanisms in order to maintain the proteostasis. These other mechanisms are 

needed because, despite the presence of the chaperones, some errors can occur during the 

folding caused by some stressors like heat, oxygen radicals, heavy metal ions and 

mutations. These mechanisms need the role of the ER and are shown in Figure 2.8. The 

presence of these errors can lead to the formation of aggregates, derived from misfolded 

or unfolded proteins, which are not functional and can trigger a status of pathological 

conditions [1,42,110]. 

The folding maturation process occurs into the ER but if the proteins are not able to fold 

properly, in the ER begins a process in order to restore the proteostasis called ER-

Associated Degradation (ERAD). During the ERAD, the unfolded or misfolded proteins 

are constrained in the ER and later translocated to the proteasome for their degradation 

[111]. Critical for the ERAD is the presence of the cytosolic ATPase p97 (VCP/Cdc48), 

indeed, it can deliver the target proteins with ubiquitin tag from the ER to the proteasome 

by using the hydrolysis of ATP [112]. 
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Figure 2.8: Functions of the ER in order to reduce the proteotoxic stress [113]. 

However, if it is impossible to restore the proteostasis due to a several accumulations of 

unfolded proteins in the ER, the system is overloaded, and it starts the ER dysfunction 

characterized by an unbalanced redox equilibrium. All of these events lead to a condition 

known as ER-stress [114,115]. ER-stress is a phenomenon that is deleterious for the cells, 

hence, to avoid this situation, the cells activate a pathway called Unfolded Protein 

Response (UPR) [116,117], which is a crucial response for the survival of the cells. 

Through UPR, the cells block the translation of new proteins, augment the activity of the 

chaperones and enhance the ERAD process. With these mechanisms, the accumulation 

of unfolded proteins is reduced and the status of proteostasis is reestablished [111,115-

117]. The UPR pathway is controlled through three sensors: Protein kinase RNA-like ER 

Kinase (PERK), Inositol-Requiring Enzyme 1 (IRE1) and Activating Transcription 

Factor 6 (ATF6) [111,118,119]. The sensors work together in order to decrease the ER 

stress, activating different pathways. For example, when PERK and IRE1 are activated, 

they can decrease the synthesis of new proteins, in order to reduce the number of proteins 

that can enter through the ER, instead when ATF6 is activated, can upregulate the 

transcription of several chaperones in order to control if the folding of the protein is 

correct [111]. A crucial gene for the regulation of UPR activation in response to ER stress 

is BiP/GRP78, which is a chaperone of the HSP70s family. Indeed, BiP/GRP78 can 
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control the activation of the three main sensors of the UPR pathway (PERK, IRE1, and 

ATF6). When there is an increase in the amount of unfolded proteins, BiP/GRP78 can 

release the three sensors [120,121]. 

2.2.2 THE SENSORS OF THE UPR AND THE ATF NETWORK 

The UPR response sensors can induce several different transduce mechanisms as reported 

in Figure 2.9. 

 

Figure 2.9: Cascade of signaling and downstream pathways induced by the three UPR response 

sensors [122]. 

The sensor PERK is a serine/threonine kinase, and it has various substrates. Among them, 

the most known is the eukaryotic translation Initiation Factor-2 alpha (eIF2α). When 

PERK is activated though the UPR, can phosphorylate eIF2α at residue Ser51 

[115,116,123]. This phosphorylation leads to the block of the translation of the CAP-

dependent proteins, which result in the reduction of the ER stress [111]. Another 

characterized substrate of PERK is the Nuclear factor erythroid-derived 2 (NRF2), which 

is known to be one of the master gene regulator in the homeostasis of the redox balance 

[124]. After its activation, PERK can phosphorylate NRF2 at the residue Thr80 that is 

located in the domain Neh2 [125]. This phosphorylation leads to the activation of NRF2, 

which determine its import in the nucleus. In the nucleus, NRF2 can induce the 
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transcription of the Antioxidant Response Elements (ARE), by the activation of the 

antioxidant response [126]. It is also defined that FOXO transcription factors [127,128] 

and the Diacyglycerol (DAG) [129,130] can be other substrates of PERK, and that their 

activation through phosphorylation can help in reducing the ER stress. 

Beside PERK, in the cells exist also some PERK-related kinases, which are able to 

monitor several types of stresses. Some examples are: Protein kinase R (PKR) that control 

the antiviral response, General Control Nonderepressible 2 (GCN2) that control the 

aminoacid pool depletion and eukaryotic translation initiation factor-2 alpha kinase 1 

(HRI) that control some stresses (heavy metals, heat shock, and proteasome inhibition) 

[131]. All of these kinases can phosphorylate eIF2α, leading to the block of the translation 

of new proteins with consequent reduction of the ER stress [132]. 

IRE1 is a protein that present multidomain and acts both as a kinase and as an 

endoribonuclease. Its RNAse function can lead to the RNA degradation in order to 

decrease the protein synthesis, a mechanism that is called Regulated IRE1-Dependent 

mRNA Decay (RIDD) [133]. Nevertheless, when there is a condition of low activation, 

IRE1 has a specific RNAse activity to some specific sequence, leading to the modulation 

of peculiar genes. The most crucial of these genes is X box-Binding Protein 1 (XBP1) 

which is fundamental for the survival of the cells. Generally, XBP1 is synthesized in an 

untranslated form, which result unspliced (uXBP1). However, IRE1, after its activation, 

can process and splice a 26-base intron of XBP1 resulting in the generation of a spliced 

form of XBP1 (sXBP1). The presence of sXBP1 can be seen as a general marker of the 

activation of UPR [134]. Furthermore, sXBP1 is also a crucial regulator in the UPR 

condition, because it can activate the transcription of several genes that are important for 

the resolving of the ER stress and the return to proteostasis [135]. 

ATF6 is a transmembrane protein that acts as a transcription factor only when is cleaved. 

In ER stress condition, it translocates from the ER to the Golgi apparatus in which is 

processed. The cleaved form of ATF6 can be import in the nucleus and here it can act as 

a transcription factor for genes that are related to the protein folding assistance (for 

example GRP78 and GRP94) [136]. 
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Besides ATF6, other ATF genes are reported to be involved in the ER stress and UPR 

response, and one of the most crucial is ATF4 which is a transcription factor belonging 

to the cAMP Response Element-Binding protein (CREB)-2 family of proteins [137]. In 

fact, after the activation of PERK and the subsequent activation and phosphorylation of 

eIF2α, the latter one, besides blocking the translation of the CAP-dependent proteins, can 

induce the transcription of some critical mRNA including for example ATF4. ATF4 has 

a very short half-life and a low efficiency of translation, thus is difficult to detect it in 

normal conditions [138,139]. Indeed, after using proteasome inhibitors, its levels can 

dramatically increase through the UPR activation and the elimination of its suppressor 

[140]. The structure of ATF4 present several domains and among them there is a 

basic/leucine zipper domain (bZIP domain) which can directly bind the DNA, and for this 

reason can interact with many genes which can control its activities and its stability 

[137,138]. Among the several genes that can be controlled by ATF4, there are some of 

them related to the reduction of the proteotoxic stress and these genes can be directly 

transcribed by the activity of ATF4. One of the most important gene regulated through 

ATF4 is C/EBP Homologous Protein (CHOP), which is involved in the apoptotic 

pathway [141]. As well as ATF4, also the translation of CHOP is enhanced through the 

phosphorylation of eIF2α that avoid the problem of the short initiation sequence [142]. 

CHOP collaborates in reaching the proteostasis through the induction of the production 

of GADD34, which is a regulatory subunit of a specific complex phosphatase of eIF2α 

[143]. CHOP could regulate its own production and in the same way could also regulate 

the synthesis of ATF4. This system is important because the phosphorylation of eIF2α 

and the consequent induction of ATF4 and CHOP is triggered not only in the case of the 

presence of ER stressors, but also GCN2 and PKR can phosphorylate eIF2α [144]. 
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2.2.3 CELL DEATH ACTIVATION THROUGH UPR RESPONSE 

All of these mechanisms are fundamental in order to permit the surviving of the cells 

under stress condition. Nevertheless, if the proteostasis status is not restored, a continue 

activation of the UPR pathway can also trigger a switch to cell death pathways, as shows 

in Figure 2.10 [111,118]. 

 

Figure 2.10: Cell death pathways induced by the ER stress through the stimulation of the UPR 

response stressors [145]. 

The axis PERK/ATF4/CHOP plays an important role in terms of cell death, indeed many 

models are studied for this pathway. For example, the loss of neurons after ischemia is 

regulated by CHOP [146] and also the loss of pancreatic cells in mouse model of diabetes 

[147]. Of mention, CHOP can also be involved in cell death mechanism without the 

presence of ATF4, indeed CHOP has also been transcribed by both ATF6 and XBP1 

[148]. Regarding cell death, CHOP can induce the transcription of TNF-Related 

Apoptosis-Inducing Ligand (TRAIL) receptor 2 (TRAILR2) or called also Death 

Receptor 5 (DR5) [149,150]. In particular, in the 50-flanking region of the DR5 gene was 

found a CHOP-binding site [150]. Death Receptor 4 (DR4) could also have a role in the 

cell death induced through ER stress but with minor importance, indeed CHOP and ATF4 

can promote its upregulation but with some differences between all the cellular models 
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considered and between the pathways activated [151,152]. Curiously, the signaling 

portion of CHOP seems to be involved also in ferroptosis in a GCN2 dependent and 

independent mechanism that result in a cysteine depletion [153,154]. However, the 

presence of only CHOP is not sufficient to induce cell death [155,156]. Instead, ATF4 is 

sufficient to induce cell death in Mouse Embryonic Fibroblasts (MEFs) and the presence 

of CHOP enhance the process. How the process works is not completely understood, but 

it is plausible that both the two genes collaborate in order to induce the UPR related genes 

and this can lead to the induction of cell death [155]. ATF4 is able also to induce cell 

death pathways in a CHOP independent manner, indeed, it can induce the downregulation 

of XIAP. XIAP is a member of the family of the Inhibitors of Apoptosis (IAP), which can 

bind and block the activity of the caspases and by a RING zinc finger domain linked to 

the E3 ligases can promote the ubiquitylation and the proteasomal degradation of their 

substrates like caspases [157]. 

For what concern the other ATFs it is shown that ATF3 and ATF5 could have a role in 

the cell death induced by the ER stress response. ATF3, which can favor an apoptotic 

type of cell death, was shown to have a role in the induction of DR5 through ER stress in 

p53-deficient colorectal cancer cells [158,159]. ATF5 is also controlled by the activity of 

CHOP and ATF4, indeed through a direct binding with the CAACTC Regulatory 

Elements (CARE) of the promoter of ATF5, its transcription is upregulated [123,131]. 

ATF5, similar to ATF4 and CHOP, is more translated after the phosphorylation of eIF2α, 

and it can induce the transcription of genes related to the apoptosis such as the BH3-only 

protein NOXA/PMAIP1 [160]. The downregulation of each ATF3, ATF4, ATF5 and 

CHOP can avoid the induction of NOXA after the induction of ER stress, and all of these 

genes can contribute to the feed-forward loop that can lead to the apoptosis [155,160,161]. 

IRE1 usually is identified as a protein related to the pro-survival feedback after ER stress, 

indeed after its activation it could induce the expression of several chaperones. Two 

isoforms are encoded for IRE1, which are IRE1α and IRE1β, but the most expressed and 

studied is IRE1α. As an anti-apoptotic role, through the RNAse activity, IRE1 can also 

lead to the degradation of several pro-apoptotic proteins such as DR5 [162]. It has been 

revealed that if IRE1α is continuously activated, its role become more pro-apoptotic. In 

fact, in that condition it can interact with TRAF2 that can activate Apoptosis Signal-
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regulating Kinase 1 (ASK1) and also the downstream gene of ASK1 that is c-Jun N-

terminal Kinase 1 (JNK) [163]. JNK can modulate and activate the whole apoptotic 

process but can also cooperate in the necrotic pathway after ER stress induction [164]. 

Thus, IRE1 demonstrates to have a dual role of both pro-survival and pro-death for the 

cells fate, and this can depend on the type and the intensity of the stress. Indeed, it was 

shown that in a high or chronic condition of ER stress, IRE1 through its RNAse activity 

can lead to the degradation of the anti-apoptotic proteins, favoring the appearance of the 

apoptosis [165]. For example, it was revealed that in a model of ER stress induced 

pancreatic cells, through the inhibition of IRE1, there is the promotion of cell survival 

[166]. 
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2.2.4 APOPTOTIC CASCADE AND PROTEOTOXIC STRESS 

It is well known that the proteotoxic stress can lead to apoptosis and in particular can 

trigger the activation of the mitochondrial or intrinsic apoptosis [122]. Instead, less is 

known about the role of extrinsic apoptosis, however it is clear that also this type of cell 

death can occur [167]. Indeed, it was shown that after the activation of PERK, there is an 

upregulation of the DR5 [167-171]. Recent studies also reveal that DR5 can be 

upregulated not only by the activation of the UPR pathway, but also the presence of 

unfolded proteins can directly interact with DR5 in the ER-Golgi Intermediate 

Compartment (ERGIC). In this way, DR5 can be assemble in complexes that can trigger 

the activation of caspase8, which is an activation different and independent from the 

classical one lead by its extracellular ligand (Apo2L/TRAIL), as reported in Figure 2.11 

[172]. This mechanism of activation is still not known with some hypothesis that try to 

explain this, such as the increased levels of expression or the priming effect of misfolded 

proteins [172,173]. 

The ER stress can also induce an inflammatory response, which results in the upregulation 

of the receptors of TRAIL and subsequently the activation of NF-κB in a 

caspase8/FADD/RIPK1 dependent manner. This can also induce the production of 

cytokines in a ligand-independent manner, and this is seen in the protection observed in 

DR5-/- mice with inflammation induced by taxol [173]. All of these studies highlight that 

TRAIL can be engaged in different manners and can give rise to different cellular 

response depending on the context [174]. 
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Figure 2.11: Apoptotic pathways, both extrinsic and intrinsic, activated during the UPR response 

[145]. 

Regarding the intrinsic apoptosis there is a group of proteins, called BCL2 family, which 

are fundamental in the induction of cell death and have different roles in the UPR 

response, as illustrated in Figure 2.11. BCL2 family members are a group of proteins that 

are directly involved in the apoptotic cascade, and they could have a pro-apoptotic or an 

anti-apoptotic role. All these types of proteins are present in the ER, and this could affect 

the Ca2+ concentration. [175]. Indeed, the anti-apoptotic ones can decrease the Ca2+ 

concentration, instead the pro-apoptotic like BAX and BAK can augment it [176,177]. In 

a situation of proteotoxic stress, the UPS through the accumulation of polyubiquitylated 

proteins become blocked. This leads to the expression of proteins that are not stable and 

some signaling pathways related to the cells fate are regulated. Two main UPS targets 

that control the cells fate are IkBɑ (the inhibitor of NF-kB) [178] and TP53 [179]. After 

UPS saturation, there are other apoptotic proteins that can accumulate both pro-apoptotic 

and anti-apoptotic (like NOXA, BIM and MCL1) [41,180,181]. 

MCL1 is a peculiar protein with a short half-life, and its role and stabilization are under 

study with different inhibitors. For example, the multiple kinase inhibitor erlotinib can 

increase the degradation through UPS of MCL1, furthermore can upregulate NOXA 

which can control the degradation of MCL1 assisted by Mitochondria-Associated 
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ubiquitin ligase MARCH5 [182,183]. MCL1 can be downregulated after the induction of 

the PERK pathway in response to an ER stressor like thapsigargin [184]. At a 

transcription level, the expression of MCL1 can be downregulated after the treatment with 

N-glycosylation 2-deoxyglucose, through ATF4 [185]. However, MCL1 was revealed to 

be upregulated in alive melanoma cells after treatment with an ER stressor and that MCL1 

is the main responsible for their resistance to cell death [186]. 

Like MCL1, also the pro-survival proteins belong to the family of the IAPs (XIAP, cIAP1 

and cIAP2 in mammals) can accumulate when there is UPS saturation derived from ER 

stress [187], in this way these proteins can try to maintain the cells alive in a stress 

situation. This switch between cell survival and cell death could be controlled through the 

regulation of the IAPs. In fact, a proteotoxic stress related gene, regulated through the 

master gene HSF1, called AIRAP, could control the levels of cIAP2 and the cell survival 

[188]. Another example is given by the fact that the two common ER stressor tunicamycin 

and thapsigargin can reduce the levels of XIAP. Furthermore, the translation of XIAP can 

be reduced through PERK and ATF4 can promote its degradation [157]. 

BCL2, another anti-apoptotic protein of the BCL2 family, can be downregulated by 

CHOP [156]. Furthermore, the activation of JNK by the IRE1 pathway induces the 

phosphorylation of BCL2 and of another anti-apoptotic protein that is BCLXL. When 

these two proteins are phosphorylated, they are inactive and this means that the apoptotic 

cascade, induced by the ER-stress, lead to the switch off of all the anti-apoptotic proteins, 

through different mechanisms [189,190]. 

One of the most important players in the apoptosis is the pro-apoptotic BCL-2 family 

member NOXA. NOXA, in particular, is one of the BH3-only proteins and among them 

is the smallest (only 54 residues), however its expression is dramatically increased in a 

condition of proteotoxic stress [191]. The first studies on this protein define it as a TP53 

target gene [192]. Nevertheless, it was later seen that its transcription could be potentiate 

also in mechanisms that are p53 independent, for example in situation of stresses such as 

oncogenic transformation or proteotoxic stress. In fact, NOXA depletion can weakens 

apoptosis in the proteotoxic stress condition [193,194]. In the cell death cascade, NOXA 

can have a dual role of both sensitizer and activator through its BH3 domain present inside 
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the hydrophobic binding groove of both pro- and anti-apoptotic proteins. Regarding the 

sensitizer role, NOXA can interact with MCL1, BCLXL, and BCL2A1, leading to the 

release of some pro-apoptotic proteins like BAX and BAK, from the sequestration 

operated by these anti-apoptotic proteins. Instead, as an activator, NOXA can activate and 

promote the pro-death activity of BAX and BAK [195,196]. The expression of NOXA 

can be upregulated through ATF4 in cooperation with ATF3 [197]. This means that 

NOXA could be the mediator in the apoptotic cascade induced through the PERK/ATF4 

axis like for example in the case of the cell starvation [185]. NOXA was also observed to 

regulate the apoptosis induced by ROS production in the ER compartment or by the 

classical ER stress inducer thapsigargin [198,199]. 

In order to activate the mitochondrial or intrinsic pathway of apoptosis, after proteotoxic 

stress, there are also other mechanisms, which involved other BCL2 proteins. For 

example, BIM/BCL2L11 and PUMA/BBC3 are other two BH3-only proteins that are 

reported to be upregulated during the ER stress and their abrogation can change the cell 

death response under proteotoxic stress [122,131,200]. While BIM was shown to be 

induced by CHOP transcriptionally [201], PUMA was shown to be induced in several 

cell lines when there is an ER stress stimulus [202]. 

Another important protein is BOK and its regulation relative to the proteotoxic stress 

condition. In general, BOK, which is a pro-apoptotic protein of the BCL2 family, is less 

expressed due to a short half-life of 15 minutes. However, during the ER stress condition, 

the E3 ligases that control the BOK degradation is saturated and, in this way, BOK can 

accumulate and induce the mitochondrial outer membrane permeabilization [203]. To 

escape this system, the cancer cells use the chaperone DNAJB12 (JB12), which is a 

member of the HSP40s, in order to control the degradation of BOK and maintain its low 

levels [204]. 
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2.2.5 SUPPLEMENTARY CELL DEATH MECHANISMS INDUCED BY 

PROTEOTOXIC STRESS 

Beside apoptosis, other cell death mechanisms could occur during ER stress, as shown in 

Figure 2.12. 

 

Figure 2.12: Additional cell death pathways induced during ER stress [205]. 

Proteotoxic stress can indirectly favor the accumulation of ROS and an unbalance 

homeostasis of the calcium. Both of these components lead to the dysfunction in the 

process of elimination of the damaged proteins act by UPS and autophagy, triggered by 

the presence of unfolded proteins and aggregates. This situation can directly alter ER and 

mitochondrial activities and, in this way, begin an alteration in the levels of ROS and 

calcium. The accumulation of these elements can be a signal for the cells to enter in cell 

death programs. However, it is still not clear how these events cooperate with the begins 

of the canonical apoptotic cascade. For example, it was shown that in some studies the 

accumulation of oxidative stress is seen in the initial part of the proteotoxic stress induced 

cell death [131,206]. What is clear is that the accumulation of these co-factors can induce 

different types of cell death after the triggering of proteotoxic stress [207]. Nevertheless, 

these different types of cell death induced by proteotoxic stress are still under 

investigation [208,209]. In this context, it was also reported that CHOP could lead to the 

induction of the transcription of Endoplasmic Reticulum Oxidoreductin 1 (ERO1α). 
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ERO1α can induce the hyper-oxidation of the ER environment, and it was shown that 

through a knockout of ERO1α in C. Elegans, the animal avoid the death induced by 

tunicamycin [143]. All of these types of cell death are more necrotic-like cell death than 

apoptotic ones, and in general they are an alternative response when the apoptotic 

pathway is impaired. For example, in a model of cell death induced by the mutant 

Huntingtin it was suggest a new model of switch from apoptosis to necrosis. Indeed, if 

the mutant protein is soluble, the cells have the potential of the membrane of the 

mitochondria hyperpolarized and the augmented levels of ROS induced apoptosis. 

Instead, if the mutant protein is in the form of aggregates, the cells have a high decrease 

in the potential of the mitochondria and go under quiescence with the result of the impair 

of the apoptotic pathway, leading to a slow cell death through necrosis [210]. This switch 

could be very interesting but needs to be verified with classical inducers of proteotoxic 

stress. The presence of NRF2 could also impair the necrotic death induced by proteotoxic 

stress, because it induces the creation of the autophagosomes in order to decrease the 

levels of protein aggregates [211]. In addition, NOXA could have a role in the necrotic 

type of cell death, as the mitochondrial targeting domains that are present in its structure 

can induce the mitochondrial fragmentation and cell death though necrosis occurs [212]. 

A peculiar form of necrotic cell death is necroptosis, which can be seen as a program type 

of necrotic cell death, and it is activated by the serine/threonine kinases Receptor 

Interacting Protein Kinase 1 and 3 (RIPK1 and RIPK3) with the assistance of the 

pseudokinase Mixed Lineage Kinase domain Like (MLKL) [213]. Small compound that 

induces necroptosis are able to trigger the UPR response, hence suggesting a possible 

correlation among necroptosis and proteotoxic stress [214]. Nevertheless, is not an easy 

task to understand if the UPR response could have a pro-survival effect or it directly act 

as a part of the cell death pathway. For example, it was revealed that, in a study about 

UPR in a canonical necroptotic model induced by the Tumor Necrosis Factor α (TNFα), 

the two classical PERK inhibitor (GSK2606414 and GSK2656157) can inhibit also 

RIPK1 [215]. RIPK1 has a plethora of functions and can also counteract the cell death 

induced by proteotoxic stress. Indeed, the overexpression of RIPK1 can trigger the 

autophagy cascade and can induce resistance from the cell death induced though ER stress 

in melanoma cells [216]. Instead, in a model of hypoxia with UPR activation and ER 
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stress condition, the role of necroptosis is not evident, while the role of pyroptosis through 

activation of NRL family Pyrin domain containing 3 (NLRP3) inflammasome is more 

evident with the action of Thioredoxin-Interacting Protein (TXNIP) [217]. 

Another particular type of cell death is an iron-dependent cell death called ferroptosis that 

leads to the accumulation of lipids peroxides after the failing of the glutathione-dependent 

antioxidant defenses [218,219]. However, there are not so many studies and evidences 

that linked ferroptosis and proteotoxic stress, but it is possible that an association could 

exist [220]. Indeed, several ferroptotic inducers can lead to the activation of the UPR 

response [220]. As mentioned before, in the initial stage, the role of UPR could be seen 

as a mechanism of pro-survival of the cells [221]. Nevertheless, the presence of ROS 

accumulation could connect the ferroptosis and the ER stress. Glutathione peroxidases, 

in fact, can mediate ferroptosis through the reduction of the presence of hydroperoxyl 

groups of complex lipids and can reduce the activity of lipoxygenases. Furthermore, they 

can also react with the protein isomerases in the process of oxidative protein folding 

control acts in the ER [222]. 

The response of the cells to the proteotoxic stress inside the cell population could vary 

between the cells, in fact, some cells could die, instead others could survive. The presence 

of the chaperones is crucial in order to define this switch from proteostasis to 

proteotoxicity, and the chaperone HSF1 resident in the ER can control it [223]. HSF1 is 

a master gene regulator for the expression of the chaperones after the induction of 

proteotoxic stress. Indeed, in this kind of stress condition, HSF1 is activated through 

phosphorylation and it trimerizes and can induce the transcription of several chaperones 

[224]. It was shown through a study that foci of HSF1 could be the ultimate decision 

between life and death. In fact, when there is a continue stress, these foci can change from 

fluid to a structure similar to a gel in which HSF1 is kept inside, in this way the chaperones 

could not be transcribed, and cell death occurs [225]. 
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2.3 PROTEOTOXIC STRESS AS A TARGET IN THE ANTICANCER 

THERAPY 

2.3.1 CANCER CELLS AND PROTEOTOXIC STRESS 

In general, the protein synthesis process is prone to error, and it has been revealed that 

more than 30% of new synthesis protein are directly degraded into the proteasome in few 

minutes after their translation [226]. These proteins that are rapidly degraded are the 

Defective Ribosomal Proteins (DRiPs) or Rapidly Degraded Polypeptides (RDPs). It is 

fundamental to remove immediately the DRiPs, because the accumulation of these 

proteins can overload the proteasome and leads to proteotoxic stress [227]. The cancer 

cells generally synthesize a lot a new proteins, because they need them to survive and to 

escape from immunosurveillance, but for this reason the high rate of new synthesize 

proteins leads to an accumulation of DRiPs compared to the normal cells [228]. Cancer 

cell, for example, overactivate the mTORC1 pathway that promote high synthesis of new 

proteins, however this means that cancer cells have a strong dependence from the 

proteasome in order to avoid high proteotoxicity [60,229]. The cancer cells try to maintain 

the proteostasis, which is a fundamental status to stay alive, through the creation of 

immunoproteasomes, which can be seen as secondary elements in order to reduce the 

proteotoxic stress, and it was seen in cancer cells with mutation in RAS, PTEN, TSC1, or 

mTORC1 [230]. Beside from the newly synthesize proteins, cancer cells are also 

dependent from the environment, in fact in these cells, hypoxia, oxidative stress and 

starvation are more present than in the normal cells and all of these conditions can induce 

unfolded proteins and ER stress [122,131]. 

Proteotoxic stress could also be linked with the cellular metabolism, but this aspect needs 

further investigations [231]. For example, it was revealed that a switch from the oxidative 

metabolism to the glycolysis could generate cells resistant to the cell death induced by 

the UPS inhibitor bortezomib. The study of the regulation of the status of the 

mitochondria could be an alternative mechanism in response of proteotoxic stress and its 

regulation could be interesting for the anticancer therapy [232]. 
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In parallel to the conditions related to the environment, in the cancer cells there is an 

accumulation of genetic alterations that can in turn induce proteotoxic stress. Some of 

these alterations are aneuploidy, copy number variations and point mutations [233,234]. 

Aneuploidy is generally associated with the presence of many stresses in the cancer cells 

such as metabolic and oxidative stress [235]. Regarding the proteotoxic stress, the 

aneuploidy can induce an unbalanced stoichiometry in the protein complex, causing 

protein aggregation and later proteotoxic stress. Indeed, the aggregate proteins are 

generated through an error in the expression of the subunits of the protein complexes due 

to a wrong number of chromosomes. For this reason, these excess subunits need to be 

degraded, however, in most of the cases, they aggregate generating ER stress, and on the 

other hand, in order to restore the normal amount of proteins, the cells aggregate other 

proteins to reduce the number of excess proteins [236]. Aneuploidy can also lead to 

reduce the expression of HSF1, causing a defect in the expression of the fundamental 

chaperones needed for the assistance in the protein folding. This reduces the expression 

of HSP90s with an accumulation of unfolded proteins and the generation of proteotoxic 

stress [237]. In addition, the overexpression of the genes can impair the normal 

proteostasis [238]. In fact, the generation of wrong variants of the proteins could also 

trigger the formation of unfolded proteins and aggregates [234]. 

Considering all these points, cancer cells need to upregulate all the mechanisms that can 

reduce the proteotoxic stress in order to maintain the proteostasis and, in this way, 

continue living, as also reported in the Figure 2.13 [239-241]. In fact, compared to the 

normal cells, cancer cells are more dependent on the expression of the HSPs and from the 

presence of UPS [242]. HSP90s and HSP70s are some HSPs fundamental for the cancer 

cells, because these chaperones can help the cells to escape from signals that are more 

related to the anti-proliferation, to the cell death and to the senescence. Furthermore, these 

chaperones are also related to drug resistance, angiogenesis and metastasis, which are all 

crucial stages for the survival of the cancer cells [243]. In a therapeutic perspective, try 

to use small molecules able to impair these survival mechanisms of the cancer cells can 

be a strategy in order to selectively kill these cells [244]. Many studies have reported the 

development of new therapeutic strategies involving the abrogation of these survival 

mechanisms, resulting in the unleash of high increase of proteotoxic stress [245,246]. 
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However, in some cases it was observed that the presence of proteotoxic stress can confer 

a resistance in cells to other kind of small compound, for example in the case of HSF1 

that confers resistance to lapatinib, which is an inhibitor of the Receptor Tyrosine Kinase 

(RTK), in breast cancer [247]. 

 

Figure 2.13: Different roles of the UPR for the survival of the cancer cells [248]. 
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2.3.2 TARGETING PROTEOTOXIC STRESS: DISCOVERY OF UPS INHIBITORS 

The dysregulation of every element of the UPS can be involved in many pathologies, as 

in the neurodegenerative diseases or cancer [249]. As mentioned before, cancer cells are 

characterized by high levels of the 26S proteasome activity that constitutes a critical 

advantage for cell survival. Indeed, in this way, they do not accumulate unfolded proteins 

and they can avoid cell death. Instead, if the 26S proteasome is inhibited, the protein 

disruption is stopped, and this results in the accumulation of polyubiquitylated proteins, 

which leads to cell death. Numerous studies have demonstrated that the cancer cells are 

more sensitive to the inhibition of the UPS compared to the normal cells [60,250]. For 

this reason, finding compounds able to block this system have rising the attention of the 

scientific community. 

The first compound approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and by the 

European Medicine Evaluation Agency (EMEA) for the use in clinic is bortezomib, 

which is a reversible inhibitor of UPS [180,251]. Bortezomib is a dipeptidyl boronate, 

which can bind the β5 subunit of the 20S core of the 26S proteasome and can block its 

catalytic activity. This leads to the accumulation of polyubiquitylated proteins and the 

begin of the apoptotic cascade. However, this UPS inhibitor is not completely specific for 

the β5 subunit, in fact, it can inhibit also the β1 subunit and several other serine proteases 

with a lower affinity, such as cathepsin A and dipeptidyl peptidase II. Regarding its 

clinical use, it was approved for the treatment of relapsed or refractory multiple myeloma 

[252], and it has been also studied in different hematological malignancies and solid 

tumors, including non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, prostate, breast and non-small-cell lung 

cancers as single agent or in combinatory therapies [253]. 

Although bortezomib has shown promising results on diverse kind of cancers, the clinical 

trials reveal that some side effects could appear, such as thrombocytopenia, neuropathies 

and sometimes drug resistance. Indeed, possible mutations in the β5 subunit could impair 

the efficacy of this drug and was also shown that the appearance of high peripheral 

neuropathy, highlighted in the patients treated with bortezomib, can be due to the blocking 

of non-specific targets. Moreover, another negative characteristic related with the use of 
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bortezomib is the irreversibility of its binding to the β5 subunit of the 20S core, since it 

means that the patients need a frequent administration of the drug [180,250,251]. 

The finding of bortezomib begins to put the attention on the discovery of new UPS 

inhibitors, used as therapeutic agents, with the purpose to avoid the side effects generated 

with bortezomib treatment, and they are illustrated in Figure 2.14. MLN9708, also called 

ixazomib, is one of them and is the orally bioavailable analogue of bortezomib. It is still 

under studying for hematologic and solid tumor through the Phase I/II clinical trials. 

MLN9708 acts through a process mechanism in which, after its metabolization, it 

becomes the active form of the drug, called MLN2238. The active form works as a 

reversible inhibitor of the β5 subunit of the 20S core [250,251]. Another UPS inhibitor is 

marizomib, which differently from the other compound described, has a β-lactone-γ-

lactam bicyclic ring in its structure without a linear peptide backbone. Like bortezomib 

is an inhibitor of the β5 subunit of the 20S core, but, as well as bortezomib, can bind other 

subunit of the 20S core (β1 and β2 subunits). Thus, also this compound shows 

neurotoxicity in treated patients, however it seems effective in the treatment of multiple 

myeloma and chronic lymphocytic leukemia [254]. 

Nevertheless, among all of these new proteasome inhibitors, up to now the best one 

appears to be carfilzomib: this compound is a tetrapeptide epoxy-ketone, which is able to 

bind and react with high selectivity with the β5 subunit of the 20S core, by an irreversible 

bound (on the opposite of the mechanism of bortezomib). In addition, carfilzomib 

demonstrates a reduced non-specific activity for the other β subunits of 20S core and for 

the other serine proteases. Regarding its use in clinical therapy, it has been approved as a 

single agent or in a combinatory strategy to treat the patients with relapsed and refractory 

multiple myeloma [255]. The preliminary data obtained from the treated patients 

highlight that, differently from bortezomib, carfilzomib does not show the presence of the 

peripheral neuropathy, and this result augments the attention on this drug in a therapeutic 

point of view for other types of cancer. Additionally, also for carfilzomib an orally 

bioavailable analogue was developed, and it is called oprozomib. Oprozomib again 

demonstrates promising results as antitumor agent in several kinds of cancer, such as 

multiple myeloma, squamous cell carcinoma of head and neck, non-Hodgkins lymphoma 

and colorectal cancer [256].  
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Figure 2.14: UPS inhibitors and their mechanisms of action; all the small molecules identified 

target subunits of the 20S core of the 26S proteasome [254]. 

2.3.3 G5: A PROMISING SMALL MOLECULE AS ANTICANCER AGENT 

In addition to the opportunity to target the 20S core of the 26S proteasome, an increasing 

amount of discoveries are displaying the possibility of targeting the DUBs present in the 

19S regulatory subunit as potential therapeutic strategy in the cancer treatment. The 

importance of the meaning of the role of the deubiquitylation process in a eukaryotic cell 

is established by the pathological resulting effect due to its blocking. For example, the 

chemical inhibition of the DUBs action induces the accumulation in the cytosol of 

polyubiquitylated proteins and afterward the beginning of the proteotoxic stress 

condition, which is lastly followed by the appearance of cell death [257]. For this reason, 

some DUBs inhibitors have been developed, and their capability to induce cell death 

through necrosis or apoptosis has been generally confirmed. 

In particular, these inhibitors can be divided in two different groups: the selective 

inhibitors, which can act on a specific DUB or on a limited and selected number of DUBs, 

and the Non-Selective Isopeptidases Inhibitors (N-SIIs), which in contrast with the first 

ones can impair the capacity of various and numerous isopeptidases [168,258]. Among 

the N-SIIs, a new compound arises as a promising agent, which is called G5. G5 is a 4H-

thiopyran-4-one, tetrahydro-3,5-bis[(4-nitrophenyl) methylene]-1,1-dioxide that in its 

structure present a cross-conjugated α, β unsaturated dienone and two electrophilic 
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sterically accessible carbons and its structure is represented in Figure 2.15. G5 can act as 

Michael acceptor and its carbons can interact with nucleophilic species, such as the 

catalytic cysteine of the proteins, among which there are the DUBs [259]. 

 

Figure 2.15: Chemical structure of G5 [257]. 

Originally, it was verified that G5 can react with diverse DUBs as the proteasome-

associated DUB UCH-L5 and the deISGylase USP18 with a strong affinity, while it can 

bind weakly UCH-L1 and USP2, through the inhibition of their deubiquitylating activity 

[168,257,259]. To better recognize in vivo the intracellular targets of this compound, was 

used a biotinylated version of G5, called 2c-biotin. The importance of find all targets is 

related to understand how it is thinkable to improve the drug characteristics and to predict 

the possibility of the appearance of possible side effects of the compound. This is an 

important part of a study when the aim is to use eventually a new unknown compound in 

clinic as a therapeutic agent. 2c-biotin was used in some experiments of biotin-pull down, 

which show that this compound has a higher affinity in binding USP33 and USP1, 

compared to the bind with USP14, USP18 and UCH-L5. Interestingly, this compound 

shows that it has the ability to bind some diverse targets that are totally not related to the 

isopeptidases, such as the serine/threonine kinase Akt, typically involved in the cell 

survival and growth regulation, and Cofilin-1, which is related to the process of the 

cytoskeleton actin disassembling. All of these evidences demonstrate that this class of 

inhibitors can cause extensive quantity of responses, since they can block various proteins 

in addition to the isopeptidases and this could elucidate the strong anticancer activity 

shown in vivo [260]. 
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The N-SII G5 can induce different cellular processes in the treated cells: the cytosolic 

accumulation of polyubiquitylated proteins, the induction of the ER stress, the inhibition 

of NF- kB pathway [261], the p53 stabilization [169], and the activation of some death 

receptors and several pro-apoptotic proteins [168,245]. All these stresses let the cells start 

a cascade of cell death induced through a BCL2-dependent but apoptosome-independent 

pathway [41,168,209]. How this happens it still not perfectly clear, but it seems that some 

machineries of death receptor pathway normally degraded by the proteasome are 

involved, like DR4, DR5 and their specific ligands [262]. Their accumulation alongside 

with the decrease of anti-apoptotic c-FLIP expression levels, define a synergistic effect, 

which could explain the initiation of the cell death independently from the apoptosome 

[263]. In this context, it has been also demonstrated the influence given by the cytosolic 

accumulation of DIABLO/SMAC, which can reinforce the DR-induced cell death. In fact, 

DIABLO/SMAC can overcome the defense given by the anti-apoptotic BCL2 protein and 

can free the effector caspases from IAP inhibition also in the absence of the apoptosome 

formation [168]. 

Nevertheless, in contrast with bortezomib, the most fascinating feature of the N-SII G5 is 

its ability to activate an unusual necrotic pathway in an apoptosis-resistance condition 

[208]. This aspect has been shown in a study performed on glioblastoma cells, which have 

an intrinsic apoptosis resistance and the greatest sensitivity to die by necrosis [264]. 

Initially, it was shown that the glioblastoma cell line U87MG treated with a pan-caspase 

inhibitor in order to obtain cells resistant to the apoptosis, die in a caspase-independent 

manner after G5 treatment. Moreover, another study executed on murine embryonic 

fibroblasts derived from mice double-deficient for BAX and BAK support the previous 

evidence, because G5 can kill also those cells, which are apoptosis-resistant, through the 

triggering of a necrotic pathway [168,208]. 

Regarding the necrotic cell death pathway induced by G5, less is still known about the 

mechanisms and the possible interactors. A recent work published by our group, which is 

part of this PhD thesis, that take advantage of a library of shRNA infecting U87MG cells, 

was evaluated in order to better characterize this cascade, and one possible candidate 

obtained, as an interactor for G5, was the Glycogen Synthase Kinase 3 β (GSK3β). 

However, the knockout cells for GSK3β, obtained through the CRISPR-Cas9 technique, 
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show that those cells are still dying after G5 treatment, in a less way compared to the wild 

type cells, demonstrating that this protein has only a minor role in the necrotic cascade 

induced by G5 [206]. Up to now, it has been well described only the involvement of the 

Protein Phosphatase 2A (PP2A) in this cell death pathway. In particular, the catalytic 

activity of PP2A is augmented in response to the G5-treatment, resulting in an increased 

dephosphorylation of one of its specific targets: the Cofilin-1 [209]. Cofilin-1 is an actin-

binding protein, characterized by a depolymerization activity controlled by the 

phosphorylation state of the serine in position 3 [265]. Thus, in the G5-treated cells, the 

N-SII, enhancing the activity of the phosphatase PP2A, induces the dephosphorylation 

and, subsequently, the activation of Cofilin-1, which stimulates the depolymerization of 

the actin filaments. This mechanism causes deep variations in the cytoskeleton and in the 

cellular morphology, causing the loss of the cellular adhesion and then the cell death 

[209]. 

2.3.4 THE BORN OF G5 DERIVATIVES: 2C, 2CPE AND 2CPP 

The G5 induced cell death is still not clear, however this small compound seems 

promising for a therapeutical approach, but it has problems in the delivery in vivo (for 

example it is not soluble in aqueous systems), and for this reason many tentative were 

done in order to optimize this drug for an in vivo study. Hence, G5 was later modified 

through the vary of the positions of different atoms, thus obtaining G5 derivatives and the 

structure of the most relevant is reported in Figure 2.16 [257]. U87MG cell line was used 

in order to test all of these G5 variants, to better understand if they are able to induce 

necrosis or apoptosis depending on the chemical substituents. One of the variants raise 

the interest for its reactive -OH group and was called 2c. This -OH group is crucial 

because it permits an easy modification in order to improve the drug characteristics, like 

for example to improve the in vivo delivery [257]. Functional studies on 2c inhibitory 

activities revealed a less strong potential to inhibit DUBs such as UCHL1, UCHL5 and 

USP2, instead a stronger inhibiting effect on USP18 compared to G5. This functional 

aspect has an important meaning in terms of the resulting cell death effect of the two 

compounds, indeed, while G5 is more prone to induce necrosis, 2c seems to be more 
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prone to induce apoptosis, thus it is plausible that the two compounds can interact with 

different cysteine [257]. 

Despite the interesting differences between G5 and 2c, also 2c is not soluble in aqueous 

solutions, hence in order to have a compound useful for the anticancer therapy, it is 

important to modify 2c to improve the in vivo delivery. Firstly, 2c was conjugated with a 

molecule of Polyethylene Glycol (PEG), which is fundamental for the increasing in terms 

of solubility and bioavailability. 2c and PEG are conjugated through a sequence that can 

be recognized by some esterases and the resulting 2c derivative was called 2cPE, which 

represents the first N-SII pro-drug synthesized, and its structure is shown in Figure 2.16 

[257]. By testing this compound on A549 lung carcinoma cell lines it was revealed that 

the compound was able to induce cell death and that the conversion from the pro-drug to 

the effective 2c is given by the esterase Phospholipase A2 Group 7 (PLA2G7) [258]. 

Considering the promising results, 2cPE was also tested in a xenograft model of A549 

lung carcinoma in immunocompromised mice, demonstrating an anticancer activity 

without any significant side effects [257]. 

 

Figure 2.16: Chemical structure of 2c and 2cPE [257]. 
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A recently published work on leiomyosarcoma (LMS) cell lines, which is part of this 

thesis, involve a new 2c derivate. In these cell lines 2cPE was incapable to induce cell 

death due to probably a less expression of PLA2G7 by these cells, and for this reason, 

another strategy was used. 2c was conjugated with PEG through a small peptide that could 

be processed in the tumor microenvironment by several proteases (including 

metalloproteinases and cathepsins). The generating pro-drug version of the compound 

was called 2cPP and its structure is shown in Figure 2.17 [266]. 2cPP demonstrates to be 

efficient in inducing cell death in both in vitro and in vivo models of LMS [266]. All of 

these compounds, G5, 2c and all its derivatives are the main characters of the study 

conducted in this thesis, because, despite their promising role as therapeutic agents, their 

mechanism of action need to be elucidated. 

 

Figure 2.17: Chemical structure of 2cPP [266]. 
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3 AIM 

One of the most significant challenges in the anticancer therapy is the fighting against 

chemotherapy failure, in fact, cancer cells can acquire mutations and alterations, which 

lead to drug resistance in order to keep the cell alive. For this reason, the discovery of 

new therapeutic targets is critical to avoid tumor relapses and recurrence. UPS emerges 

as a possible new target in this context, indeed its inhibition leads to an accumulation of 

polyubiquitylated proteins that trigger cell death. The small molecule G5 is a N-SII, which 

acts as a Michael acceptor in order to bind nucleophiles like the cysteines of the DUBs. 

This compound can induce several stresses such as protein unfolding, glutathione 

depletion, ER stress, proteasomal impairments, and cytoskeletal stress in the cells, which 

lead to the activation of high rate of proteotoxic stress. This compound is able to trigger 

a necrotic-caspase independent cell death in glioblastoma cells, however less is known 

about its peculiar mechanism of action. Understanding the pathway by which this 

compound acts could be fundamental in a therapeutic point of view. Thus, the aim of this 

thesis was to better understand and clarify the pathways that are activated after the 

treatment with this compound and which are the key players involved. A subsequent step 

was the modification of this compound, which is not soluble in water, in order to have a 

more efficient compound useful for in vivo studies. To address these points, G5 and its 

derivatives were tested in glioblastoma cells, as they are reported to be more prone to die 

for necrosis instead of apoptosis and in leiomyosarcoma (LMS) cells, since this tumor is 

without therapeutic options. In particular, LMS is a tumor, which present a rare incidence 

but with an aggressive behavior determined by the presence of complex karyotypes. For 

this kind of tumors Doxorubicin treatments are the standard therapy, however, in many 

cases is not sufficient to eradicate the tumoral cells, thus the tumor can recur and 

metastasize. For this reason, new therapeutic options beside surgical resection need to be 

found for this kind of cancer. 
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3.1 SUMMARY OF THE PUBLISHED PAPERS 

In order to better dissect the mechanism by which G5 can induce cell death, a shRNA-

based viability screen was performed in glioblastoma cells after treatment with G5. 

Among all the possible candidates emerging from this screening, GSK3β seems to be a 

promising one. However, by testing G5 on glioblastoma cells knocked-out for GSK3β, 

cell death was still present, although at reduced levels, compared to the wild-type cells, 

defining that this kinase is partially involved in the G5 cascade. We demonstrated that 

GSK3β is a key element in the necrosis induced by the quinone DMNQ, a ROS generator. 

When wild-type cells are treated with DMNQ, the kinase is activated and Akt is 

inactivated. Furthermore, after the treatment, GSK3β is accumulated in the nucleus just 

before the collapsing of the potential of the mitochondrial membrane. The absence of 

GSK3β leads to a reduction of the accumulation of ROS after DMNQ treatment. We 

demonstrate that this is due to an overexpression of the genes related to the detoxification 

of the quinones (NQO1 and NQO2), probably through the activation of the Nrf2 pathway. 

It is possible that, in the case of G5, GSK3β is responsible for the cell death response due 

to redox unbalance. 

G5 was subsequently modified to be more prone to be engineered in the new compound 

2c, which shows a more apoptotic than necrotic type of cell death in glioblastoma cells. 

A bioinformatic analysis of a signature of genes, which are known to be upregulated after 

2c treatment, including various players involved in the proteotoxic stress response, 

reveals a negative correlation between them and the survival of LMS patients. Starting 

from this observation, we want to understand if the aggressive LMS can coexist with high 

levels of proteotoxic stress or if they can reach a limit when they are challenged with an 

increasing further proteotoxic stress, generating tumoral cells that are more vulnerable 

and prone to cell death. We demonstrate that 2c can induce proteotoxic stress, cell death 

and mitochondrial dysfunction in LMS cells. Moreover, through STED confocal 

microscopy, we show that the treatment with 2c can lead to a peculiar re-organization of  

DIABLO/SMAC at sub-mitochondrial level. In order to enhance the selectivity and the 

efficacy for in vivo studies, 2c was later engineered to obtain 2cPP, a pro-drug of 2c and 

a PEG linked though an aminoacid chain that can be cleaved from proteases present only 
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in the tumor microenvironment. 2cPP seems promising, in fact, it can reduce the tumor 

volume of different LMS xenografts in mouse models. 

All the data described in this section have been already published and are reported in this 

thesis in the section Publications. Thus, the subsequent Result section present in this 

thesis will be focused on the recently obtained and still unpublished results regarding the 

last months of the PhD working period. 
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4 RESULTS 

4.1 RNA-SEQ ANALYSIS: A COMPARATIVE STUDY BETWEEN 

NORMAL AND TUMORAL CELLS IN RESPONSE TO 2C 

2c is a small compound which, as well as its progenitor G5, is a N-SII that acts as a 

Michael acceptor for nucleophiles like cysteines [245]. As demonstrated in the recently 

published works, it is able to inhibit several DUBs leading to accumulation of 

polyubiquitylated proteins, triggering cell death. The effects of 2c are pleiotropic, 

including the induction of oxidative stress and in particular proteotoxic stress and ER 

stress [168,260]. LMS are rare and aggressive tumors that need new therapeutic strategies 

and we have previously shown that these tumors are prone to accumulate proteotoxic 

stress and are sensitive to cell death induced by 2c. For these reasons, LMS cell lines were 

used as cellular models for this thesis. However, the mechanism of cell death triggered 

by both G5 and 2c is not fully elucidated and new discoveries of these mechanisms could 

be fundamental in a clinical point of view. It seems, also, that this compound could be a 

promising therapeutic agent, indeed its derivative 2cPP can induce tumor volume 

reduction in LMS xenografts in mice [266]. Importantly, we show that 2c can induce cell 

death in HUtSMC (cell line which can be considered as the normal counterpart of LMS) 

but with lower rates compare to SK-UT-1 (LMS grade III cell line) [266]. For this reason, 

the study of the gene expression differences between normal and tumoral cells after 2c 

treatment is critical to unveil the diverse behavior of the cells treated with this compound, 

which converge in a different level of cell death induction. 

In order to better understand and clarify which genes are involved in the cascade induced 

by 2c and to define the differences between normal and tumoral cells in terms of genes 

expression, an experiment of RNA-Seq was performed. SK-UT-1 and HUtSMC, 

immortalized with hTERT, cell lines were used in this experiment. The cells were treated 

with 2c for 3 h or 12 h and RNA of both treated and untreated cells were extracted and 

purify to be sequenced through RNA-Seq experiment. In order to confirm the efficiency 
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of the treatment, in particular for the immortalized HUtSMC cells, the cells were also 

treated for 24 h and cell death was assessed with TB (Figure 4.1A). The assay 

demonstrates that 2c is able to induce high levels of cell death and that HUtSMC 

immortalized with hTERT have lower cell death rate compared to SK-UT-1. 

DEGs (differentially expressed genes) are divided between upregulated and 

downregulated based on their expression identified as log2 fold change compared to the 

untreated cells. Venn diagrams and the histogram representations show the different 

number of genes upregulated and downregulated between the two cell lines and in the 

two different time points (early gene at 3 h, late gene at 12 h) (Figure 4.1B-E). The number 

of late genes, both upregulated and downregulated, are more than the earlier ones in the 

two cell lines, probably due to an activation of several adaptive responses at later times. 

Furthermore, a number of genes resulted regulated at both time points in both the cell 

lines, which can be seen as maintained genes, demonstrating that there are genes 

modulated throughout all the cascade induced by 2c. Moreover, the number of 

upregulated genes is more of the downregulated ones, revealing that this compound can 

enhance and favor the expression of the genes instead of reducing it. The critical 

difference between the two cell lines is the fact that the number of genes, both upregulated 

and downregulated, is higher in the normal cells, indicating that the effect of this 

compound can induce the modulation of diverse genes in the normal cells, which can 

induce many pathways in order to keep the cells alive. Instead, tumoral cells, which are 

not able to counteract the effect of 2c, regulate less genes, suggesting that they directly 

undergo to cell death programs. 

The histograms relative to the p-value of the RNA-Seq analysis, can better clarify which 

pathways are involved in the cell lines in the 2c response (Figure 4.1F-I). Considering the 

upregulated genes, in both the cells are present genes related to the adhesion and the 

component of the plasma membrane. However, only for HUtSMC can be found genes 

related to the apoptotic process and the regulation of cell death. This regulation is 

determine by the upregulation of the anti-apoptotic genes, instead the pro-apoptotic genes 

remain unaltered, demonstrating again that the normal cells regulate processes related to 

the cell death mechanisms to maintain the survival of the cells. Instead, SK-UT-1 regulate 

genes related to the epigenetic regulation, probably by activating cell death programs. 
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Interestingly in the maintained genes of both the cells are present genes upregulated in 

MERS-CoV infection, this could be due to the fact that it is reported that Coranavirus, 

during its replication, induces ER stress and activates UPR response [267]. Because it is 

known that this compound triggers ER stress it is possible that genes in common with the 

MERS-CoV infection resulted upregulated. Regarding the downregulated genes, in both 

the cells are present genes related to the cell division, cell cycle and cell metabolism. In 

fact, it has been reported that proteotoxic stress condition leads to promoting the cell cycle 

arrest [268]. The data obtained highlight that the compound regulates the normal activities 

of the cells related to the cell cycle by impairing them. 

In the last Venn diagrams both the cell lines are put together and it is possible to identify 

that some genes upregulated or downregulated are shared between them (Figure 4.1J-K). 

However, the majority of the genes regulated after 2c treatment are not in common 

between the two cell lines, suggesting that by further studying these genes it could be 

possible to identify which are the critical genes that gave the strong different impact on 

the cell survival after the treatment with 2c. This could have a huge importance in terms 

of the selectivity of the compound between a tumoral cell and a normal one, and by 

defining these critical genes, new small compounds with this ability can be developed to 

be more precise in killing only the tumoral cells. 
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Figure 4.1: Number of genes regulated after 2c treatment in HUtSMC and SK-UT-1. A) Countings 

of the TB positivity expressing the percentage levels of cell death of SK-UT-1 and HUtSMC hTERT 

treated with 2c 2.5 µM for 24 h. Data were from 3 experiments. Columns mean loss of viability + 

SD. ***=p<0.005; B) and C) Venn diagrams representing the number of genes upregulated or 

downregulated after 2c treatment (5 µM) for 3 h or 12 h in HUtSMC hTERT (B) or in SK-UT-1 

(C); D) and E) Histograms representing the number of genes upregulated (D) or downregulated (E) 

after 2c treatment (5 µM) in HUtSMC hTERT and SK-UT-1 for 3 h (early), 12 h (late) or in 

common between 3 h and 12 h (maintained); F) and G) Histograms representing the pathways and 

their corresponding p-value values resulting upregulated after 2c treatment (5 µM) in HUtSMC 

hTERT (F) or in SK-UT-1 (G) for 3 h (early), 12 h (late) or in common between 3 h and 12 h 

(maintained); H) and I) Histograms representing the pathways and their corresponding p-value 

values resulting downregulated after 2c treatment (5 µM) in HUtSMC hTERT (H) or in SK-UT-1 

(I) for 3 h (early), 12 h (late) or in common between 3 h and 12 h (maintained); J) and K) Venn 

diagrams representing the number of genes upregulated (J) or downregulated (K) after 2c 

treatment (5 µM) for 3 h or 12 h in SK-UT-1 and HUtSMC hTERT. 
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4.2 DIFFERENTIAL GENES EXPRESSION BETWEEN NORMAL 

AND TUMORAL CELLS 

As seen before, there is a difference in terms of the rate of cell death between the cell 

lines considered. For this reason, the expression value in log2 fold change of several 

critical elements involved in cell death pathways was analyzed in this experiment. The 

results presented in heatmap (Figure 4.2A) reveal that in SK-UT-1 the majority of the 

pro-apoptotic genes are upregulated, such as PMAIP1, PUMA and BIM, with an increase 

induction at 12 h, instead the majority of the anti-apoptotic genes are slightly 

downregulated or not regulated. In the case of HUtSMC, the analysis shows that at 3 h 

all the genes are only slightly regulated. At 12 h instead, PMAIP1 is upregulated like SK-

UT-1, but the majority of all the genes are downregulated, both pro-apoptotic, such as 

BOK, and anti-apoptotic, such as BCL2L10, demonstrating a balance between the 

different types of genes. Interestingly, the anti-apoptotic gene BCL2A1 is strongly 

upregulated highlighting that the cell tries to activate all the pathways in order to survive 

and this is converted in the difference of the cell death rate between the cells. 

LMSs have intrinsic high levels of proteotoxic stress and 2c is able to induce this type of 

stress in the cells, for this reason, genes involved in the UPR pathway and related to the 

ER stress were analyzed from the RNA-Seq data. The results in the heatmap (Figure 4.2B) 

show strong similarity among the two cell lines, with in general an upregulation of the 

most critical genes involved in this kind of pathway at 3 h, which is augmented at 12 h. 

Instead the less critical are not regulated or downregulated. In particular, the genes 

resulted upregulated are the ones related to the ATF network, such as ATF3, ATF4, CHOP 

(DDIT3) and GADD34 (PPP1R15A), the UPR sensors, IRE1 (ERN1) and PERK 

(EIF2AK3), several chaperones, such as DNAJB9 and HSPA5 and in general genes 

correlated with the UPR, such as HERPUD1, FGF21 and STC2. The analysis confirms 

the sensibility of these cells to proteotoxic stress and that 2c enhance this stress conditions 

with no strong differences between SK-UT-1 and HUtSMC. 

All the data collected from the RNA-Seq experiment reveal several pathways that can be 

modulated after the treatment with 2c and that the normal uterine cells have a different 
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response compared to the tumoral ones, with the regulation of many genes in order to 

keep the cells alive. 

 

Figure 4.2: Expression levels of cell death and proteotoxic stress response genes in HUtSMC and 

SK-UT-1. A) Heatmap reporting the log2 fold change expression values of HUtSMC hTERT and 

SK-UT-1 after 2c treatment (5 µM) for 3 h or 12 h of genes related to cell death pathways (in green 

are reported the anti-apoptotic genes, in red are reported the pro-apopotic genes, in grey is  

reported a gene which could be both anti-apoptotic and pro-apoptotic); B) Heatmap reporting the 

log2 fold change expression values of HUtSMC hTERT and SK-UT-1 after 2c treatment (5 µM) for 

3 h or 12 h of genes related to proteotoxic stress response. 
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4.3 COTREATMENT SCREENINGS TO IDENTIFY THE BEST 

PARTNER FOR 2C 

The induction of cell death and proteotoxic stress by 2c in LMS, both in cell lines and 

animal models, was already demonstrated [266]. However, a small part of the cells could 

remain alive and maybe could become resistant to the treatment, in particular by using a 

low dosage which can be a good idea in a therapeutic point of view. Furthermore, the 

RNA-Seq analysis reveals that 2c can induce many different pathways and that this can 

help converging with the increasing of proteotoxic stress. For this reason, a good strategy 

could be to find another small compound, which acts as an inhibitor of a define protein 

or group of proteins or a pathway to put together in combination with 2c during the 

treatment. 

As possible candidates for the combined treatment, several different kinds of small 

compounds were used which have diverse mechanisms of action or target. In particular, 

were chosen: genotoxic agents, which induce DNA damage, that are commonly used in 

the therapy of the LMS (Doxorubicin [269] and Gemcitabine [270]), general inhibitors of 

various signaling kinases (MK2206, inhibitor of Akt [271], XMD8-92, inhibitor of 

MAPK7 [272], Torin1, inhibitor of mTOR [273], YKL-06-061, inhibitor of Salt Inducible 

Kinases (SIKs) [274] and Selumetinib, inhibitor of MEK1/2 [275]), HDACs inhibitors 

commonly known or discovered in our lab (SAHA [276], TMP195 [277] and NKL54), 

well known autophagy inhibitors (Bafilomycin A1 and Chloroquine [278]), small 

compounds that inhibit the BCL2 family (ABT199 [279] and ABT263 [280]) and the 

IRE1 inhibitor MKC3946 [281]. 

In order to select the best candidates, a short screening was performed by cotreating LMS 

cell lines with 2c in combination with one of the compounds described above or each 

compound alone for 24 h. The experiment was made with three types of LMS cell lines: 

SK-UT-1, SK-LMS-1 (grade II LMS) and DMR (grade III metastatic LMS). The results 

were assessed through the quantification of the PI positivity of the cells in order to 

discriminate which cells are alive and which are dead (Figure 4.3A-C). The three cell 

lines show a similar behavior among all the cotreatment and single treatment, but with 
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different levels of positivity as expected from the previous results. In fact, the cell death 

rates are higher in SK-UT-1 and DMR, which are more aggressive, compared to SK-

LMS-1. However, considering that the results are comparable in terms of trends, for the 

next experiments only SK-UT-1 were used. 

This cell death screening reveals that the single cotreatment of all the small compounds 

is not able to induce high levels of cell death in 24 h, but when those inhibitors are used 

in combination with 2c, they can all increase the cell death rates of 2c alone (except for 

the case of Torin1 in SK-LMS-1). However, the additive effect is not the same for all the 

compounds. In fact, the majority of the inhibitors can increase the amount of cell death 

by 5 % that is very low and were excluded for the next experiments. Those excluded 

compounds are: the genotoxic agents, the HDACs inhibitors and some signaling kinases 

inhibitors. Only five compounds, which resulted with a strong statistical significance in 

increasing cell death in SK-UT-1, were considered as possible candidates, and they are: 

Torin1, YKL-06-061, Chloroquine, ABT263 and MKC3946. 

The five candidates were used to understand if they could increase not only the amount 

of cell death, but also the amount of proteotoxic stress, as was previously demonstrated 

that high levels of proteotoxic stress can lead these cells to be more prone to cell death. 

In order to verify this point, an immunoblot was performed to see the levels of the 

phosphorylated form of eIF2α at residue Ser51, which means an activation of this protein 

due to the activation of PERK, after the induction of the UPR response to high levels of 

proteotoxic stress [123]. This was done by a single treatment or a cotreatment of the cells 

for 4 h, as we reported that the induction of proteotoxic stress in these cells after 2c 

treatment is early (Figure 4.3D). The results show that Torin1, ABT263 and MKC3946 

are not able to activate eIF2α alone and they do not augment the levels of p-eIF2α induced 

by 2c. On the contrary, YKL-06-061 and Chloroquine can activate eIF2α and augment 

the levels of p-eIF2α induced by 2c. The results were also confirmed through 

densitometric analysis of the ratio between p-eIF2α and eIF2α (Figure 4.3E). 

The screening regarding the proteotoxic stress reveals that YKL-06-061 and Chloroquine 

could be good candidates, but because the levels of cell death induced by Chloroquine 

alone are the highest compared to the other compounds, it was excluded in order to avoid 
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too much toxicity. However, because it induces the highest additive effect of cell death 

rate and due to its involving in ER stress, also MKC3946 was selected as a candidate. 
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Figure 4.3: Results of the cotreatment screenings in order to define the best combination with 2c. 

A), B) and C) Countings of the PI positivity expressing the percentage levels of cell death of SK-UT-

1 (A), SK-LMS-1 (B) and DMR (C) treated with 2c 2.5 µM alone or in combination with 

Doxorubicin 25 nM, Gemcitabine 10 nM, MK2206 10 μM, XMD8-92 1 μM, Torin1 100nM, YKL-

06-061 1 μM, Selumetinib 1 μM, SAHA 2.5 μM, TMP195 20 μM, NKL54 5 μM, Bafilomycin A1 1 

μM, Chloroquine 1 μM, ABT199 100nM, ABT263 100 nM, MKC3946 10 μM for 24 h. Data were 

from 3 experiments. Columns mean loss of viability + SD. *=p<0.05, **=p<0.01, ***=p<0.005; D) 

Immunoblot of eIF2α and p-eIF2α for SK-UT-1 treated with 2c 2.5 µM alone or in combination 

with Torin1 100nM, YKL-06-061 1 μM, Chloroquine 1 μM, ABT263 100 nM, MKC3946 10 μM for 

4 h. Actin was used as loading control; E) Densitometric analysis of the immunoblot show in D). 

Columns mean ratio between optical density of p-eIF2α and eIF2α relative to untreated cells + SD. 

**=p<0.01. 
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4.4 THE PECULIAR EFFECTS ON PROTEOTOXIC STRESS OF 

MKC3946 

In the 2c cotreatment screening, MKC3946 shows that it can increase the cell death rates 

of 2c, but it is not able to increase its induction of p-eIF2α, probably due to its ability 

inhibit the critical sensor IRE1. Regarding the data of cell death, in the screening this 

compound was the one that gives the highest additive effect in terms of cell death. For 

this reason, a new cell death assay assessed through TB positivity was performed with a 

dose dependent concentration of 2c in combination with MKC3946 (Figure 4.4A). The 

results highlighted that the most significant augment of the cell death rate compared to 

the single treatment is obtained with the lowest concentrations of 2c (0.5 μM, 1 μM and 

2.5 μM). 

In order to have another assay to verify the proteotoxic stress presence in the cells, the 

activation of IRE1 was assessed. IRE1, in fact, when is activated can process XBP1. This 

protein is generally unspliced (uXBP1), but when is processed by IRE1, a spliced form is 

generated (sXBP1) [134]. This processing can be visualized through an agarose gel, with 

EtBr, in which are loaded the PCR products, which amplify XBP1, derived from RT-PCR 

of the RNA extract from the cells [282]. Firstly, the processing was assessed by treating 

cells with only 2c in a time course (1 h, 2 h, 4 h ad 6 h) with two different concentrations 

(5 μM and 10 μM) (Figure 4.4B). The results reveal that 1 h is not enough to induce the 

processing (in case of 10 μM is slightly visible), instead from 2 h the presence of sXBP1 

is clearer and is completely evident at 4 h. This result confirms the induction of 

proteotoxic stress by 2c with another assay and considering another UPR sensor. 

MKC3946 is an inhibitor of IRE1 and with this assay it could be possible also to assess 

its efficiency to block the processing of XBP1. Only in this case was done a dose 

dependent treatment of MKC3946 (1 μM, 5 μM and 10 μM) alone or in combination with 

2c (5 μM and 10 μM), all at 4 h when the eventual processing is clear (Figure 4.4C). The 

result shows that MKC3946 is not able to induce the processing of XBP1 alone and that 

only the concentration of 10 μM, which was the one used also in the screening, can inhibit 
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IRE1 resulting in the block of the processing of XBP1 after the 2c treatment. Indeed, only 

with that concentration sXBP1 is not appearing, and this concentration was used for all 

the other experiments. 

The ability of MKC3946 to block the UPR response was subsequently assessed through 

the evaluation of the expression of two chaperones: HSPA1A and HSPA6. We previously 

demonstrated that after 2c treatment at early time points, the expression of these 

chaperones is dramatically augmented, due to the fact that the cells try to avoid the 

increasing of proteotoxic stress [266]. The expression of these genes was now assessed 

with the combination of 2c (5 μM and 10 μM) and MKC3946 at 4 h (Figure 4.4D-E). The 

results, as expected, show a strong increase of the mRNA levels of both the genes of both 

single 2c and combined treatment, however the levels are lower when 2c is in presence 

of MKC3946. Instead, MKC3946 alone is not able to induce the expression of the 

chaperones. Together all these data demonstrate that MKC3946 can reduce the UPR 

response also in the presence of a strong inducer of ER stress, such as 2c. In this way, the 

cells are highly dying not for a strong accumulation of proteotoxic stress, but due to the 

impossibility of the cells to activate a survival program. 
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Figure 4.4: Characterization of the cell death pathway induced by the combination of 2c and 

MKC3946. A) Countings of the TB positivity expressing the percentage levels of cell death of SK-

UT-1 treated with 2c (0.5 μM, 1 μM, 2.5 μM, 5 μM or 10 μM) alone or in combination with 

MKC3946 10 μM for 24 h. Data were from 3 experiments. Columns mean loss of viability + SD. 

**=p<0.01, ***=p<0.005; B) Visualization of the processing of XBP1 on agarose gel after PCR 

amplification. Samples derived from SK-UT-1 treated with 2c (5 μM or 10 μM) for several time 

points (1 h, 2 h, 4 h and 6 h). Actin was used as loading control; C) Visualization of the processing 

of XBP1 on agarose gel after PCR amplification. Samples derived from SK-UT-1 treated with 2c (5 

μM or 10 μM) alone or in combination with MKC3946 10 μM for 4 h. Actin was used as loading 

control; D) and E) mRNA levels expression of HSPA1A (D) or HSPA6 (E) of SK-UT-1 treated with 

2c (5 μM or 10 μM) alone in combination with MKC3946 10 μM for 4 h. Data were from 3 

experiments. Columns mean loss of viability + SD. *=p<0.05, **=p<0.01, ***=p<0.005. 
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4.5 CELL DEATH AND PROTEOTOXIC STRESS ACTIVATION: 

COMPARISON BETWEEN MKC3946 AND YKL-06-061 IN 

COMBINATION WITH 2C 

SIKs, and in particular SIK2, are reported in many articles to be involved in the regulation 

of the ER stress. Indeed, these kinases can potentiate the activation of the UPR response 

in case of proteotoxic stress [274]. For this reason and for all the evidence seen before, 

the broad SIKs inhibitor YKL-06-061 was investigated, by comparing its effects with 

MKC3946 in terms of 2c additive effect. 

Firstly, cell death rate was better investigated by performing a dose dependent treatment 

of 2c in combination with MKC3946 or YKL-06-061 for 24 h in both SK-UT-1 and the 

immortalized HUtSMC, in order to assess the toxicity in a more normal context. To be 

sure to not exclude candidates from the previous screening wrongly, one of the 

compounds that do not give a strong additive effect was assessed in the same experiment, 

which is ABT199 (Figure 4.5A-F). The results, by evaluating TB positivity, confirm that 

ABT199 is not able to potentiate in a strong way the cell death induced by 2c in both cell 

lines. Instead, both of the other two compounds can induce an additive effect in terms of 

cell death rate of 2c in SK-UT-1, in particular YKL-06-061 can lead to the strongest 

additive effect. However, the two compounds can also potentiate, in a lower way, the cell 

death induced by 2c in the immortalized HUtSMC, and also here in particular the effect 

is higher in the case of YKL-06-061. Interestingly, the dose in which the additive effect 

is more evident and significant is the lower ones, like for what was observed before for 

only MKC3946. Indeed, at higher concentrations, the effect of 2c is too strong also alone 

and the additive effect is less clear, especially in the case of MKC3946. For this reason, 

for the next experiments 2c was used with the concentration of 0.5 μM. 

Proteotoxic stress induction was subsequently assessed through the evaluation of some 

markers, both in immunoblot and by PCR. A time course of 3 h and 12 h of the single 

treatment and the cotreatment of 2c with MKC3946 or YKL-06-061 was performed. As 

seen before, p-eIF2α is a marker of the activation of eIF2α, activated by PERK, one of 
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the main sensors of the UPR response. The immunoblot, presented in Figure 4.5G, shows 

that MKC3946 alone is not able to induce eIF2α phosphorylation. Furthermore, it seems 

not able to potentiate the phosphorylation also in the combination with 2c. Densitometric 

analysis (Figure 4.5H) reveals also that in the case of 3 h of cotreatment, the presence of 

MKC3946 slightly reduces the phosphorylation induced by 2c. On the contrary, YKL-

06-061 can induce alone the activation of eIF2α, at both 3 h and 12 h, and the combination 

with 2c shows a strong activation of the protein, as also reported with densitometry 

(Figure 4.5G-H). Another method to assess the induction of ER stress condition is given 

by testing the activation of IRE1, another sensor of the UPR response. As shown before, 

this can be done by visualizing on an agarose gel the presence of sXBP1, a spliced form 

of XBP1 processed by IRE1 when it is activated under proteotoxic stress (Figure 4.5I). 

The result regarding MKC3946 confirms what was seen before: MKC3946 is not able to 

induce XBP1 processing, but it can avoid the processing effect induced by 2c by 

inhibiting IRE1. Instead, the presence of YKL-06-061 does not have an impact on the 

processing of XBP1. Indeed, this compound alone does not induce the processing of 

XBP1 and in the cotreatment it does not change the levels of the processing induced by 

2c. All the results are the same in both the time points. 

Beside the UPR response, the activation and the regulation of the chaperones is critical 

for the cell survival in a proteotoxic stress context. HSF1 is the master gene regulator that 

acts by controlling the expression of the HSPs in order to restore the proteostasis 

condition. Its activation can be observed through the levels of its phosphorylation of the 

residue Ser326 in immunoblot [224]. The results related to the evaluation of the levels of 

p-HSF1 in immunoblot, and with the relative densitometry (Figure 4.5G-H), are similar 

to what was observed for p-eIF2α. Indeed, the single compounds alone have different 

behavior on the activation of the protein at 3 h: MKC3946 does not activate, YKL-06-

061 induce a low activation, 2c give the highest activation. At 12 h the results are the 

same but with lower levels of activation. Considering the combination of the compounds, 

the presence of MKC3946 slightly decrease the levels of phosphorylation induced by 2c 

alone at 3 h, instead at 12 h the combination promotes a bigger reduction of the levels of 

p-HSF1. YKL-06-061, instead, can highly increase the levels of phosphorylation of HSF1 
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compared to 2c alone at 3 h, however, this additive effect is reduced at 12 h observing 

similar levels with 2c alone. 

Taken together, these data about the cotreatment demonstrate that the combination of 2c 

with these two small compounds highly augment its levels of cell death induction, 

however, regarding the activation of proteotoxic stress response programs the two 

compounds work by different mechanisms but generating the same result. 
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of the effects on cell death and proteotoxic stress response between the 

combination of 2c with MKC3946 and with YKL-06-061. A), B) and C) Countings of the TB 

positivity expressing the percentage levels of cell death of SK-UT-1 treated with 2c (0.5 μM, 1 μM, 

2.5 μM, 5 μM or 10 μM) alone or in combination with MKC3946 10 μM (A), YKL-06-061 1 μM (B) 

or ABT199 100 nM (C) for 24 h. Data were from 3 experiments. Columns mean loss of viability + 

SD; D), E) and F) Countings of the TB positivity expressing the percentage levels of cell death of 

HUtSMC hTERT treated with 2c (0.5 μM, 1 μM, 2.5 μM, 5 μM or 10 μM) alone or in combination 

with MKC3946 10 μM (D), YKL-06-061 1 μM (E) or ABT199 100 nM (F) for 24 h. Data were from 

3 experiments. Columns mean loss of viability + SD; G) Immunoblot of eIF2α, p-eIF2α, HSF1 and 

p-HSF1 for SK-UT-1 treated with 2c 0.5 µM alone or in combination with MKC3946 10 μM (on the 

left) or with YKL-06-061 1 μM (on the right) for 3 h or 12 h. Actin was used as loading control; H) 

Densitometric analysis of the immunoblot show in G). Starting from the left, the first two 

histograms are related to the cotreatment between 2c and MKC3946, instead the other two are 

related to the cotreatment between 2c and YKL-06-061. Columns mean ratio between optical 

density of p-eIF2α and eIF2α or between optical density of p-HSF1 and HSF1 relative to untreated 

cells + SD. *=p<0.05, **=p<0.01; I) Visualization of the processing of XBP1 on agarose gel after 

PCR amplification. Samples derived from SK-UT-1 treated with 2c 0.5 µM alone or in combination 

with MKC3946 10 μM (on the left) or with YKL-06-061 1 μM (on the right) for 3 h or 12 h. Actin 

was used as loading control. 
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5 DISCUSSION 

The discovery of new therapeutic targets is one of the most fundamental and critical 

aspect of anticancer research. Indeed, the frequency of the chemotherapy failure gives 

rise to the necessity to achieve this goal and new drugs need to be found. This problem is 

caused mainly by the appearance of mutations and alterations, which leads to the 

chemotherapy resistance, resulting in recurrence of the tumors [283]. 

Cancer cells are more prone to have high levels of proteotoxic stress due to the necessity 

of these cells to produce a huge number of proteins in less time, generating misfolded or 

unfolded proteins. These can lead to an accumulation of damaged proteins that triggers 

proteotoxic stress. For this reason, these cells are highly dependent from the mechanisms 

involved in the reduction of proteotoxic stress, such as chaperones, proteins related to the 

UPR response and UPS [242]. In fact, chaperones are fundamental in the drug resistance 

and metastasis to maintain the tumoral cells alive [243]. 

Using small molecules able to block these survival mechanisms could be a good strategy 

as promising therapeutic option. Most of these strategies lead to a further raising of the 

proteotoxic stress, which, in this way, could not be counteracted by the cancer cells, 

triggering the activation of cell death programs [246]. Nevertheless, the induction of 

proteotoxic stress could also lead to cell death resistance in some cases [247]. 

Among all the possible targets leading to the induction of proteotoxic stress, UPS arises 

as a promising one [200]. UPS is fundamental in the disruption of the unfolded proteins 

and is constituted by several elements critical for its correct work. Between all of its 

elements, DUBs are isopeptidases able to remove the ubiquitin chain from the damaged 

proteins, leading them to the translocation in the proteasome to be degraded. Their 

inhibition triggers the accumulation of polyubiquitylated proteins, generating proteotoxic 

stress and cell death [168]. 

2c is a small compound with a structure derivates from the diaryldienone, which can 

alkylate the nucleophiles like the cysteine. It can act as a N-SII by interacting with the 

cysteines of the DUBs [245]. However, due to its non-selective nature, it was observed 
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that could also bind other target not related to the UPS or the proteostasis control [260]. 

Because of this, 2c can induce many kinds of signaling pathways in the cells through the 

activation of different stresses, such as oxidative stress [206]. All of these dysfunctions 

lead to the incapability of the cells to counteract this situation and lead to cell death. 

LMS was chosen as a model of study due to its high malignancy and by the fact that has 

few therapeutic options. Furthermore, we demonstrated that this kind of tumor have 

intrinsic high levels of proteotoxic stress, and that this scenario could lead to the 

incapability of these cells to handling increasing proteotoxic stress. We have also 

demonstrated that 2c can induce in LMS cell lines proteotoxic stress, cell death and 

mitochondrial dysfunction. Regarding this point, by STED confocal microscopy, we 

reveal that 2c can reorganize the subclusters of DIABLO/SMAC present in the 

mitochondria. We also demonstrate the efficacy of a 2c derivative (2cPP) in vivo in LMS 

xenograft mouse models by reducing their tumor volume [266]. 

Despite its promising activity, less is known about the cell death mechanism induced by 

2c and also about which genes are modulated after the treatment with this small 

compound. For this reason, an RNA-Seq experiment was performed, in order to better 

describe which genes or pathways are regulated by 2c. The experiment was done at two 

different time points and comparing a tumoral LMS cell line and its normal counterpart. 

The result reveals similarities and differences between the two cell lines, explaining why 

the normal cells are more resistant to the cell death induced by this small molecule. In 

general, the normal cells modulate more genes, both upregulated and downregulated, 

compared to the tumoral ones, probably in order to find a correct program that help 

reaching the cell survival. In fact, it was reported that this tissue can activate anti-

apoptotic pathways in order to keep itself alive [284,285]. 

This analysis reveals the different pathways activated by the two different cells in the case 

of the upregulated genes. Epigenetic genes seem more regulated by this compound for 

tumoral cells, instead the apoptotic cascade is regulated in the normal cells, suggesting a 

way to survive. Cell adhesion is also regulated by both the cells, and this could be related 

to the fact that the only known gene involved in the 2c cascade is Cofilin-1, a gene related 

to the activity of the actin microfilaments [209]. This differential response of the two cells 
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could be due to a diverse activation of the pathways, which leads to cell survival of the 

normal cells. 

In relation to the cell death mechanism, the tumoral cells upregulate pro-apoptotic genes 

and downregulate anti-apoptotic genes, suggesting again the activation of cell death 

mechanism. The results are in line with previous evidences about the fact that LMS are 

more prone to die via apoptosis and that in this circumstance they can activate pro-

apoptotic proteins [286]. Furthermore, it was already shown in the literature that the 

expression of the anti-apoptotic gene BCL2, is less compared to the ones present in other 

benign sarcoma tumors (leiomyoma) [287]. Instead, the normal cells have a broad diverse 

response: in fact, both pro-apoptotic and anti-apoptotic genes are downregulated 

suggesting the creation of an equilibrium, which confers to these cells a status of cell 

death but with lower rates compared to the tumoral ones. Moreover, the strong 

upregulation of the anti-apoptotic gene BCL2A1 leaves the balance tending to cell 

survive. 

As expected from the previous published results, the majority of the genes related to the 

proteotoxic stress result upregulated, and this upregulation is reported also in the normal 

cells, but with lower levels. Thus, confirms the fact that 2c can induce high levels of 

proteotoxic stress in these cells. However, despite both the cells can activate genes related 

to the reduction and control of the proteotoxic stress, the tumoral cells could not manage 

this huge amount of stress, instead the normal cells are able to reduce the proteotoxic 

stress generated by 2c, generating less amount of cell death. 

A recent work regarding the gene expression of normal uterine smooth muscle cells and 

different types of leiomyosarcomas demonstrates that both genomic profiles of the two 

kinds of cells have similar gene expression but with critical differences, which can 

differentiate also LMS from other tumors [288]. Furthermore, a gene profiling analysis 

between normal myometrium and LMS shows that LMS present an overexpression of 

pathways related to cell cycle, DNA damage and genome integrity. In fact, cell cycle 

regulation is critical in the sarcomagenesis and the upregulation was reported for CDC7, 

CDC20, GTSE1, CCNA2, CCNB1, and CCNB2 [289,290]. In addition, our data support 
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this evidence of the modulation of the cell cycle in this kind of tumors and further 

investigation are needed. 

This preliminary analysis on the result of this RNA-Seq experiment confirms the 

involvement of proteotoxic stress in 2c cell death cascade and that those normal cells 

activates different pathways from the tumoral ones for the survival, with a huge number 

of genes modulated. Further studies will have the aim to better understand and dissect the 

entire cascade of pathways and genes activated during the treatment with 2c. Another 

crucial point will also be the study of the critical elements that permit the differences in 

cell death rate between normal and tumoral cells. However, the possible interaction with 

other pathways lead to think about a possible combination of treatment of 2c with other 

small compounds. 

Cotreatment of cancer cells with a combination of small molecules was reported in many 

cases, in order to obtain an additive or a synergistic effect [291,292]. 2c can induce high 

levels of cell death in LMS, however, it needs high concentrations. Discovering a small 

compound, which can potentiate its activity when is used at low doses, could have a strong 

impact for the cancer treatment. The enhancing activity was assessed through the cell 

death levels and the induction of proteotoxic stress, as we demonstrated that these kinds 

of tumors are sensitive to the presence of strong proteotoxic stress. 

To define the best small molecule to combine with 2c, a screening to assess the enhancing 

of cell death was performed, revealing that the common genotoxic agents used in the 

LMS therapy do not have an impact on cell death induced by 2c. Despite from RNA-Seq 

is clear that epigenetic regulation could be involved in this mechanism, the HDACs 

inhibitors used do not potentiate the cell death induced by 2c. The screening was focused 

also on inhibitors of signaling kinases, autophagy, BCL2 family and IRE1. After 

assessing the induction of cell death, the proteotoxic stress condition was evaluated 

through verifying the activation of eIF2α, a downstream protein of the UPR sensor PERK. 

This second screening permits to exclude the inhibitors of BCL2 family and the inhibitors 

of the signaling kinases (except for YKL-06-061), which are not able to augment the 

activation of this protein. In addition, the inhibitors of autophagy were excluded due to 
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the fact that they can induce cell death alone generating too much toxicity. In the end, the 

best candidates were YKL-06-061 and MKC3946. 

MKC3946 is an inhibitor of IRE1, which is another UPR sensor, thus directly involved 

in the ER stress. It was proposed as a novel therapeutic approach for the treatment of 

multiple myeloma [282]. The combination of 2c with this inhibitor shows high additive 

effect in terms of cell death rates, in particular at low doses of 2c, thus suggesting a 

promising usage as combined therapy. However, it is not able alone to induce the 

activation of elements related to proteotoxic stress and also it does not potentiate their 

activity in combination with 2c. Indeed, we show that the activation of eIF2α and HSF1 

is similar or slightly reduced comparing 2c alone and the combination with MKC3946, 

in particular, the activation of HSF1 resulted more reduced at 12 h in the case of the 

combination. Furthermore, the expression of the chaperones HSPA1A and HSPA6 

resulted reduced with this combination compared to 2c alone. Moreover, after assessing 

that 2c can induce the processing of XBP1 (downstream target of IRE1), we demonstrate 

that the presence of MKC3946 blocks this splicing phenomenon, confirming the ability 

of this small compound to inhibit IRE1. All our data are in line with previous evidences 

reported by Mimura et al. in a model of multiple myeloma, indeed, they show that 

MKC3946 can block the activation of IRE1. Moreover, it can affect also to the activation 

of all the UPR response and the expression of the chaperones. Additionally, they reported 

that MKC3946 can potentiate the activity of bortezomib, which is another UPS inhibitor, 

also at low doses, sustaining the promising effect of this compound [282]. The potential 

combination of MKC3946 and bortezomib was also seen in a model of Acute Myeloid 

Leukemia, confirming that targeting IRE1 could be a new therapeutic strategy [281]. This 

combination was also seen to be crucial in another context that is the bone formation 

[293]. 

YKL-06-061 is a broad inhibitor of SIKs (SIK1/2/3) and arises as a promising therapeutic 

agent. These kinases have different roles in the cellular context and among these, they 

can also contribute in the proteostasis [274]. In particular, SIKs can potentiate the 

activation of the UPR response pathway by favoring the activation of the sensors PERK 

and IRE1 [294]. SIKs have an important role in the tumoral context, in fact, they can help 
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sustaining the survival of the cancer cells and promoting the tumorigenesis [274]. Thus, 

their inhibition could represent a future target of clinical relevance. In our conditions what 

we observed is that YKL-06-061 can strongly potentiate the cell death induced by 2c, in 

particular at low doses, and also can promote the activation of eIF2α and HSF1, especially 

at 3 h, suggesting that the inhibition of these kinases leads the cells to highly activate the 

UPR response. Moreover, the presence of YKL-06-061 alone can slightly induce the 

activation of eIF2α and HSF1. Regarding the processing of XBP1 the presence of YKL-

06-061 combined with 2c does not affect the appearance of the sXBP1. SIKs and in 

particular SIK2, can modulate and control CREB1 which is directly involved in ER stress 

[274]. Despite this role, it was observed from other authors that the knockdown of SIK2 

induces the upregulation of several genes related to the ER stress and the UPR, such as 

critical chaperones [295]. Furthermore, the knockdown of endogenous SIK2 or the 

expression of its mutated form leads to an impairment of the degradation of the ERAD 

substrates, leading to the disruption of the ER homeostasis. In this way, the cells continue 

activating ERAD and UPR pathway in an uncontrolled way [296]. All these evidences 

support our data, which seem to be in line with what is reported in literature. 

These experiments of cotreatment show that both the inhibitors can highly increase the 

cell death rates induced by 2c, also using low doses of 2c, suggesting that they could be 

promising candidates in a possible therapeutic view. However, both the inhibitors 

increase the levels of cell death induced by 2c in immortalized HUtSMC, a normal 

counterpart of the tumoral LMS cell line SK-UT-1. This result could be a limit for the 

usage in a therapeutic approach, nevertheless using the combination of these small 

compounds with the 2c derivative 2cPP could be a strategy in order to avoid that the drug 

directly impact on the normal cells. In fact, it was previously shown that 2cPP is not 

working in HUtSMC because the normal cells are not able to process this pro-drug 

version of 2c [266]. With this strategy it could be also possible, if the in vitro results 

would be promising, to design an in vivo experiment with the treatment of LMS xenograft 

in mouse models with 2c and the combination with these two inhibitors. 

Considering the proteotoxic stress induced in LMS after 2c treatment, the two inhibitors 

work in a different modality. In fact, MKC3946 can reduce the activation of HSF1, 
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resulting in a reduction of the chaperones expressions, and block the UPR response by 

blocking IRE1. Moreover, it seems that also it can induce the reduction of the activation 

of eIF2α. On the contrary, YKL-06-061 promotes the activation of eIF2α and HSF1 and 

has no effect on IRE1. The final resulting proposed model is that MKC3946, besides 

inhibiting IRE1, can reduce the activation of alternative signaling pathways needed to 

reduce the proteotoxic stress induced by 2c. In this way, the cells cannot recover to 

proteostasis status and undergo to cell death. Instead, YKL-06-061 potentiate the 

activation of all the signaling pathways related to the UPR response, except for IRE1. 

However, the level of activation of these pathways is too high and this leads to a switch 

from a pro-survival mechanism to a pro-death mechanism. Further studies are 

fundamental to better dissect the mechanism induced by the combination of these 

compounds. For example, studying the implications of the ATF network, which could be 

seen as a link between cell death and proteotoxic stress, could give new insights also in a 

therapeutic point of view. 

All the data collected in this PhD project defining 2c as a promising therapeutic agent for 

the treatment of LMS, despite its mechanism of action is still not completely defined. 

Although this study focuses the attention on LMS, it is possible that our findings could 

also be applied in other tumoral context in which proteotoxic stress is intrinsically 

elevated, leading to a strong challenge to the cancer cell survival. 
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6 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

6.1 CELL CULTURE CONDITIONS AND CHEMICAL REAGENTS 

USED 

For all the experiments were used leiomyosarcoma cell lines of different malignancy 

grade (SK-UT-1, SK-LMS-1 and DMR). As a normal control were used the primary 

Human Uterine Smooth Muscle Cell line (HUtSMC) obtained through ATCC, within 

eight passages. As packaging cells for the retroviral infection were used the Phoenix 

Amphotropic (AMPHO) cells. All the cell lines were maintained in culture in an incubator 

at 37 °C and with an atmosphere of 5 % CO2. The medium used to cultivate all the cells 

is Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium (DMEM; Euroclone) supplemented with 10% 

Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS; Euroclone), glutamine (2 mmol/l; Euroclone), penicillin (100 

U/ml; Euroclone) and streptomycin (100 μg/ml; Euroclone). All the cells were frequently 

tested as mycoplasma negative using Hoechst 33258 (Sigma-Aldrich) staining under 

microscopic inspection. The chemical reagents used are: 2c [257], Doxorubicin (Sigma-

Aldrich), Gemcitabine (CSN Scientific), MK2206 (Sigma-Aldrich), XMD8-92 (CSN 

Scientific), Torin1 (Sigma-Aldrich), YKL-06-061 (CSN Scientific), Selumetinib 

(MedChemExpress), SAHA (Cayman Chemicals), TMP195 (MedChemExpress), 

NKL54 (synthetized by SIA Chemspace, Riga, Latvia), Bafilomycin A1 (Sigma-

Aldrich), Chloroquine (Sigma-Aldrich), ABT199 (CSN Scientific), ABT263 (Sigma-

Aldrich), MKC3946 (MedChemExpress), Propidium Iodide (PI; Sigma-Aldrich), Trypan 

Blue (TB; Sigma-Aldrich), Ethidium Bromide (EtBr; Sigma-Aldrich), Dimethyl 

Sulfoxide (DMSO; Sigma-Aldrich). 
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6.2 RETROVIRUS INFECTION OF HUTSMC CELLS 

Because HUtSMC is a primary cell line of normal cells, after several passages they 

undergo to natural cell death due to the achievement of the Hayflick limit. For this reason, 

it was decided to immortalize this cell line, by using the human hTERT telomerase and 

to obtain this result a retroviral infection of these cells was done. Firstly, AMPHO 

packaging cells were used in order to produce the virus and were transfected with a 

plasmid containing the human hTERT (pBABE-hTERT) or with the empty vector 

(pBABE-Neo) for the control, through the calcium phosphate method. The transfected 

cells were incubated for 48 h at 32 °C. Next, the viral particles present in the supernatant 

of the AMPHO cells were collected, diluted 1:1 with fresh medium, added with polybrene 

(8 μg/ml), filtered through 45 μm filters and used to infect HUtSMC cells, which were 

previously seeded at the concentration of 80000 cells/ml. After 24 h at 37 °C, the virus 

was removed by changing the medium and then, the infected cells were selected using 

the correct antibiotic (G418; Sigma-Aldrich). 

6.3 DRUG TREATMENT OF THE CELLS 

For the drug treatment, all the cells were seeded at the concentration of 80000 cells/ml 

(only for DMR 120000 cells/ml), and one day after seeding, were treated. The treatment 

was done with: 2c, another small compound or with the combination of 2c and that single 

small compound. DMSO was used in the untreated cells. Regarding 2c, its concentration 

was decided based on each experiment, with these different concentrations: 0.5 μM, 1 

μM, 2.5 μM, 5 μM or 10 μM. For the other chemicals, one decided concentration was 

used for all the experiments: Doxorubicin 25 nM, Gemcitabine 10 nM, MK2206 10 μM, 

XMD8-92 1 μM, Torin1 100 nM, YKL-06-061 1 μM, Selumetinib 1 μM, SAHA 2.5 μM, 

TMP195 20 μM, NKL54 5 μM, Bafilomycin A1 1 μM, Chloroquine 1 μM, ABT199 100 

nM, ABT263 100 nM, MKC3946 10 μM. The duration of every treatment varies based 

on each experiment. After the treatment, the cells were collected for cell death counting, 

to obtain a cell protein lysate or for RNA extraction. 
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6.4 CELL DEATH COUNTING 

The cells were seeded and treated as written above, and the treatment was performed for 

24 h. Cells were than trypsinized and centrifuged to obtain a pellet. After several washes 

with Phosphate Buffer Saline (PBS), the pellet of the cells was resuspended in 100 μl of 

PBS and incubated with PI 10 μg/ml or TB 0.1 % for 5 min at RT. The fluorescence 

intensity positivity of PI in the cells or the cell positivity to TB was determined through 

Countess II FL automated cell counter (Invitrogen). 

6.5 PRODUCTION OF THE CELL PROTEIN LYSATES AND 

IMMUNOBLOT 

The cells were seeded and treated as written above. After the treatment, the cells were 

lysed in order to purify its protein contents. The lysis was made through a denaturing lysis 

solution containing Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate (SDS), in which were added Phenylmethane 

Sulfonyl Fluoride (PMSF), as a protease inhibitor, and β-mercaptoethanol to destroy the 

disulfate bound. Cells were scraped with this solution and the collected protein lysates 

were sonicated for 5 min at 4 °C and next they were boiled for 5 min. Subsequently, the 

now denatured proteins were loaded in a polyacrylamide denaturing gel (containing 

SDS), in order to perform the electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). After the electrophoretic run, 

the proteins present were transferred from the gel to a 0.2 μm-pore-sized nitrocellulose 

membrane, though a full wet transfer system. The obtained membrane was incubated in 

a solution of Tris HCl pH 7.5 1 M, NaCl 5 M and Tween-20 (Sigma-Aldrich) containing 

non-fat dry milk 5 % (Delikat Gramm) or, only for the phosphorylated antibodies, Bovine 

Serum Albumin 5 % (BSA; HyClone), for 1h at RT in order to block the aspecific sites. 

Later, after several washes in PBS with Tween-20, the membrane was incubated with the 

primary antibody diluted in the same solution described above (using non-fat dry milk 5 

% for all the antibodies except for the phosphorylated ones where is used BSA 5 %) 

overnight at 4 °C. The primary antibody used are: anti-eIF2α (1:1000; Cell Signaling 

Technology), anti-p-eIF2α Ser51 (1:1000; Cell Signaling Technology), anti-HSF1 
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(1:1000; Cell Signaling Technology), anti-p-HSF1 Ser326 (1:5000; Abcam), anti-Actin 

(1:8000; Cell Signaling Technology). Then, after several washes in PBS with Tween-20, 

the membrane was incubated with the secondary antibody diluted in the same solution 

described above (using non-fat dry milk 5 % for all the antibodies) for 1 h at RT. The 

secondary antibody used is a goat anti-rabbit (1:4000; Sigma-Aldrich) conjugated with 

the horseradish peroxidase. Lastly, the blot derived from the membrane was developed 

by using Super Signal West Dura as recommended by the vendor (Pierce Waltham). The 

resulting signal was impressed, though chemiluminescence reaction on a photographic 

film. Densitometric analysis was performed using ImageJ to evaluate the ratio between 

the phosphorylated form of a single protein and the total form of the same protein. 

6.6 RNA EXTRACTION AND QRT-PCR 

The cells were seeded and treated as written above, and the treatment was performed for 

4 h. TRIzol (Sigma-Aldrich) was used to lyse the cells in order to extract the RNA, and 

the resulting samples were collected. Then, chloroform was added to the samples, in this 

way, RNA can be separated from the other contaminants (DNA and proteins). The 

collected RNA was precipitated through using isopropanol and the obtained pellet was 

washed two times with ethanol 75 %. The RNA pellet was dried and resuspended with 

sterile nuclease-free water. 1 μg of extracted RNA was used in order to perform Retro-

Transcription PCR (RT-PCR). RT-PCR was executed using a mixture of the RNA with 

several critical components for the reaction: 5x First Strand Buffer (Invitrogen), 

dithiotreitol (DTT; 0.1 M; Invitrogen), dNTPs Mix (2.5 mM; Thermo Scientific), oligo 

dT (20 μM; Eurofins Genomics), random primers (Invitrogen), RNase OUT Recombinant 

Ribonuclease inhibitor (30 U/μl; Invitrogen), and the reverse transcriptase enzyme, the 

Moloney Murine Leukemia Virus (M-MLV; 200 U/μl; Invitrogen). After RT-PCR, the 

obtained cDNA was assessed through quantitative Real Time PCR (qRT-PCR) using the 

SYBR Green (KAPA Biosystems) technology for the following genes: Glyceraldehyde 

3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH), Hypoxanthine-guanine 

phosphoribosyltransferase (HPRT), Heat shock protein family A (HSP70) Member 1A 

(HSPA1A) and Heat shock protein family A (HSP70) Member 6 (HSPA6). The resulting 
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data were analyzed using the ΔΔCt method considering HPRT and GAPDH as normalizer 

genes. All the reactions were performed in triplicate. 

6.7 RT-PCR AND EVALUATION OF THE XBP1 PROCESSING 

The cells were seeded and treated as written above. After treatment, RNA was extracted 

from the cells as described above. 1.5 μg of extracted RNA was used in order to perform 

Retro-Transcription PCR (RT-PCR). RT-PCR was executed as described above, but 

without using oligo dT, replaced by the double amount of random primers. After RT-

PCR, the obtained cDNA was used to perform a PCR using KAPA Biosystems 

Polymerase for the following primers: XBP1 Forward 5’-

CCTGGTTGCTGAAGAGGAGG-3’ and XBP1 Reverse 5’-CCA 

TGGGGAGATGTTCTGGAG-3’, βActin Forward 5’-

GGGTCAGAAGGATTCCTATG-3’ and βActin Reverse 5’-

GGTCTCAAACATGATCTGGG-3’. The thermal conditions for the PCR are: initial 5 

min at 95° C, then 30 cycles of 30 sec at 95 °C, 30 sec at 60 °C and 30 sec at 72 °C and 

finally 7 min at 72 °C. To evaluate the XBP1 processing, the PCR products were load 

into a 2.5 % agarose gel and visualize through Gel Doc 2000 (Bio-Rad) using EtBr as 

DNA intercalant. 

6.8 RNA EXTRACTION AND PURIFICATION FOR RNA-SEQ 

The cells were seeded and treated as written above, and the treatment was performed for 

3 h or 12 h. In order to extract and purify the RNA required for the RNA-Seq experiment, 

was used an RNA extraction kit called Quick-RNA MagBead kit (Zymo Research) 

following the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, cells were lysed with a lysis buffer 

present in the kit and the lysates were collected through scrapers. Magnetic beads were 

added to the lysates and through isopropanol present in the kit buffers, the RNA was 

precipitated and bind to the magnetic beads and recovered by using a magnetic support. 

After several washes with the kit buffers and ethanol, DNaseI present in the kit was added 

to the samples in order to avoid DNA contamination. Finally, after other several washes 
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with the kit buffers and ethanol, RNA was eluted from the magnetic beads by resuspended 

it in sterile nuclease-free water. 3 μg of each extracted RNA was used for the RNA-Seq 

analysis. 

6.9 RNA-SEQ ANALYSIS 

RNA-Seq library preparation and sequencing were performed at Biodiversa s.r.l. 

(Rovereto (TN), Italy) following Illumina specifications. All the subsequent RNA-Seq 

analysis was performed by the Bioinformatic Unit of the Department of Medical Area of 

the University of Udine (Dott. Raffaella Picco and Dott. Emiliano Dalla) and by Prof. 

Claudio Brancolini. Data quality assessment was performed with fastqc and ShortRead 

library. Raw reads were clipped form their adapter sequences using the Trimmomatic 

software. Reads with an overall sequence mean Phred quality lower than 28 were 

discarded. The selected reads were mapped to the reference genome, downloaded from 

Ensembl (version 104) using STAR. Using the same tool, we checked whether RNA-Seq 

library are strand-specific or not. The resulting sam files were sorted and converted in 

bam files using samtools. Transcript assembly and quantification were done with 

StringTie. A Python script was used to extract all the read count information directly from 

the files generated by StringTie. Two CSV files containing the count matrices for genes 

and transcripts were obtained. Differential-expressed genes were identified using DESeq2 

library in R. The thresholds applied were log2 fold change (|log2 FC|) >1 and FDR <0.05. 

Venn diagrams were created with VennDiagram (v1.6.20) or with the Venn diagram tool 

by the bioinformatics and evolutionary genomics group at VIB/Ghent University. 

6.10 STATISTICS 

All results are expressed as means ± standard deviations (SD) from at least three 

independent experiments. All the statistical analysis done was performed using a 

Student’s t test on Excel software with p values represented as follows: *P<0.05; 

**P<0.01; ***P<0.005. 
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